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HEALTHCARE SERVICES

Members of the United States armed forces are entitled
to a wide spectrum of benefits and services.
These benefits and services are administered
by the Department of Veterans Affairs, and they include health
insurance, pensions, disability compensation, survivor benefits
and access to home loans. Veterans in need of employment assistance will also find that they have numerous resources at their
disposals.
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Health Benefits and Services

tal illness will find that the VA offers a plethora of
resources. These resources help veterans find em-

Health and dental benefits are offered to veterans by VA

ployment and obtain community-based treatment

medical facilities around the country. To receive medical

for their psychological issues. Benefits are available

benefits, service members must apply for enrollment ei-

to all who qualify regardless of age, race, gender,

ther over the phone or in person. Once they are granted

sexual orientation or religious beliefs. For addition-

benefits, they may seek medical treatment at any VA fa-

al information, veterans should visit the official VA

cility. They will also have access to low- or no-cost:

website.

Other Benefits (Non-Health Related)

Prescription drugs
Medical tests and procedures
Assisted living and nursing

The VA also offers a variety of other services related

Mental health treatment

to compensation and benefits. Tax-free pensions are

Maternity care and fertility assistance

offered to both veterans as well as survivors if they
are housebound. Veterans are also eligible to receive

Costs are relatively low, and many veterans will qual-

tuition assistance and insurance benefits. The vast

ify for healthcare that is free-of-charge. There are no

majority of veterans will be eligible for these ben-

deductibles. The VA also provides special services to

efits, as long as they are currently enlisted or they

veterans suffering from psychotic disorders and trau-

have been honorably discharged. The VA also pro-

matic brain injuries.

vides financial assistance for burials and memorials.

Veterans struggling with homelessness and men-
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General Eligibility for Benefits

Those suffering from a disability in excess of 50%.
Veterans in need of a registry examination.

To receive the full range of benefits offered by the VA

Servicemen and servicewomen seeking

system, veterans will need to meet certain conditions.

treatment for a military-related injury.

Those who served in the Navy, the Air Force, the Army,

Although registration is not required for individuals

the Marine Corps and the Coast Guard will be eligible

who belong to the classes above, the VA recommends

as long as they have been honorably discharged. Some

registering to speed up the administering of benefits.

members of the National Guard and the Reserve will
also qualify for VA benefits. Veterans must also have

Eligibility for Disability Compensation

served for an uninterrupted period of two years before
claiming benefits. If this requirement has not been met

If a veteran is injured while serving in the armed

due to hardship or injury incurred during service, a vet-

forces, he or she may be eligible to receive tax-free

eran may still be able to receive benefits.

disability compensation. This income will be paid
to qualifying veterans after discharge, and as long

Benefits Enrollment

as the disability is related to service, a claim can be
filed at any time. Disability compensation is intend-

The Department of Veterans’ Affairs does not require the

ed to replace income that would have been earned

following service members to enroll in the VA system in

if the recipient was healthy. Survivors will continue

order to receive benefits:

to receive this income after the death of a disabled

Veterans with unrated service-related injuries

service member. Those who receive disability com-

or disabilities.

pensation may also be eligible for:
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Service-Disabled Veterans’ insurance

tification Card (VHIC). This card acts as proof of identi-

Veterans’ mortgage life insurance

fication and enrollment, and will need to be presented

Adapted housing grants

whenever an individual seeks treatment at a VA medi-

Veterans must meet the following criteria if they wish to

cal facility. The card will also double as proof of identi-

receive disability compensation:

fication at numerous military bases. The card does not

Have served in the Uniformed Services

serve as a method of payment or proof of insurance, it

Completed active duty or inactive duty training

is merely for identification purposes. Veterans will be re-

Currently suffering from a disability with a rating

quired to verify their identities before they can be issued

of at least 10 percent; this disability must be

a card.

related to military service
Have been honorably discharged from service

Unique VHIC Security Features

Veterans will be required to submit medical proof that
their disabilities are service-related. Certain groups of

VHICs are only given to veterans who choose to enroll

veterans, primarily those who have been exposed to

in the VA health system. Those who decline enrollment

pesticides and herbicides do not need to submit proof

will not receive a card. To better safeguard personal in-

of disability.

formation, the card includes the following features:

Military ID Cards

An electronically encoded member identifier
A magnetic barcode that adds additional security

Before utilizing the VA health system and its benefits,

Anti-counterfeiting micro-text

all veterans will need to procure a Veteran Health Iden-

Braille for visually impaired veterans
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Each card will also display personal awards and military

Acceptable forms of secondary identification include:

recognitions, as well as the emblem of your branch of

Birth certificate

service. The micro-text feature will help prevent the re-

Social security card

production of your card.

Native American tribal document
Voter registration card

Enrolling in the VA Healthcare System

Resident Citizen Identification card

All veterans must enroll in the VA system before receiv-

The VA office also accepts Canadian driver’s licenses

ing a VHIC. This can be done over the phone or by visit-

as a form of secondary identification.

ing www.va.gov/healthbenefits/enroll. Once you are enrolled in the system, you will need to visit a VA medical

Lost and Stolen VHICs

facility to have your photograph taken. Veterans will also
need to present two forms of identification (primary and

If you do not receive your VHIC card within seven to 10

secondary) before they are issued a card. Acceptable

days of taking a photograph, you should contact your

forms of primary identification include:

local VA medical facility or call 1-877-222-VETS (8387).
If you need a new card, you should destroy your old one

State-issued driver’s license or ID card

to prevent someone else from taking your personal in-

U.S. Military card

formation. If your VHIC card is stolen or lost, you should

Military dependents card

immediately contact the medical facility where you took

Domestic or foreign passport

your picture to request a new card. Before you can re-

School ID (with photo)

ceive a new card, you will need to verify your identity.
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In the United States, there are numerous services and benefits available to veterans of the armed
forces. Title 38 of the United States Code ensures that veterans receive the benefits they are entitled to, and that the benefits are administered by the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA). If a veteran needs to view or learn about the most up-to-date offerings and policies in regard to services
and benefits, he or she is encouraged to visit www.va.gov. The official veteran VA site will provide
the most accurate and comprehensive benefit information.
General Eligibility Requirements

Veterans with outstanding felony warrants may not be
eligible for benefits, and veterans who are currently im-

In general, only service members who have been honor-

prisoned will need to contact the VA office directly for

ably discharged from active duty will be eligible for VA

additional information. To receive benefits, all veterans

benefits. They must also have performed full-time ser-

will be required to submit a copy of their service dis-

vice (besides training) in one of the following branches

charge form when first attempting to claim benefits.

of the military:

Applying for Benefits and Services Online
Army
Marine Corps

Veterans are allowed to apply for VA benefits and ser-

Navy

vices online. To do this, applicants must utilize the eBen-

Air Force

efits platform to view various military documents. Over

Coast Guard

time, veterans can update personal information if the
need to obtain benefits arises. They may also view and
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apply for employment opportunities posted by the Vet-

vices. These benefits can be utilized both during and

erans Employment Center (VEC). To access the eBene-

after service, and they allow members of the military to

fits portal, current and former members of the military

seek treatment for a variety of physical and mental in-

should visit www.ebenefits.va.gov

juries and illnesses. Members and their dependents are
entitled to coverage for:

Using the eBenefits Portal

Physical trauma

To fully access the portal, you will be required to choose

Psychological conditions

either a basic or a premium account. A premium ac-

Prescriptions and vaccinations

count will allow service members to access more fea-

Physical therapy and rehabilitation

tures and apply for benefits online. Basic accounts do

Dental care

not include these features. You must be listed in the

Maternity care and family planning

Defense Enrollment Eligibility Reporting System prior
to registering, and once you finish, your account will be

Healthcare for veterans is provided at VA medical facil-

valid for the rest of your life. If you need additional assis-

ities around the country, and once registered, veterans

tance, please contact your local VA office directly. Vet-

may receive treatment at any of these locations. Under

erans with questions about direct deposit or financial

certain circumstances, some veterans may be able to

benefits should call 800-827-1000.

seek treatment outside of a VA facility.

Healthcare Services Available Under the Health

Priority Rankings

Care Benefits
There is a plethora of medical and dental benefits avail-

The VA administers benefits according to priority. This

able to current and former members of the armed ser-

means that service members with more severe medi-
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cal conditions will take precedence over others. The VA

Depression

uses an eight-tier priority system, which is then divided

Bipolar disorder

into several different sub-priority classifications. Veter-

Post-traumatic stress

ans are assigned to a group and depending on changes

Obsessive-compulsive disorder

in income, health and other factors, may be moved to

Dementia

another classification at some point in time. This will
not be done randomly, and if a change must occur, all

Veterans suffering from the non-psychotic illnesses

affected parties will be notified as soon as possible. Pri-

above may be subject to co-pays. Veterans struggling

ority groups are also heavily impacted by increases and

with mental health issues can find additional informa-

decreases in enrollees and available resources.

tion at www.mentalhealth.va.gov/mentalhealth/
about/index.asp. Mental health treatment is coordi-

Mental Health

nated via a system of in-patient healthcare settings, outpatient clinics, support groups and community centers.

The VA also provides care to veterans suffering from
mental health issues. Those whose psychosis is

Neurological and Sexual Trauma

deemed service-related will have access to a lifetime of
medical benefits. These benefits do not require co-pay-

Veterans suffering from traumatic brain injuries may be

ments on behalf of the afflicted veteran, as long as the

eligible for the Assisted Living Pilot Program for Veter-

veteran is diagnosed with a mental illness within two

ans with Traumatic Brain Injuries. The program strives

years of his or her discharge date. Treatment is also

to provide injured veterans with high-quality treatment

provided for non-psychotic mental illnesses such as:

and rehabilitation services. The program also requires

Veteran-Affairs.org
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the VA to provide psychological counseling to service

Other veterans may use these facilities, but care will be

members suffering from sexual trauma. There is no

administered to those with the greatest needs first.

charge for these services, and the program will remain

Seeking Emergency Treatment

in place until 2017.

at Non-VA Facilities
Long-Term Skilled Medical Care
The VA often reimburses veterans if emergency treatSeverely injured veterans in need of long-term treatment

ment is needed, but there is no VA facility in the area.

can benefit from the VA Long-Term Care program. The

This reimbursement will depend on:

VA owns a variety of healthcare centers that offer care
similar to that of a nursing home. These institutions,

The type of medical treatment provided.

known as Veterans’ Homes are owned and operated

Whether the veteran has another type

by the state in which they are located, and the VA is re-

of health insurance.

quired to pay for any care received at these locations if

The health condition of the veteran.

the veteran (patient):

Regulatory requirements.

Suffers from a disability with a 70 percent

The VA recommends that all service members seek

or higher rating.

treatment at VA medical facilities, if possible. If this is

Is unable to work due to a military-related injury.

not possible, the non-VA facility will notify the VA after

Needs nursing home care.

emergency services are provided.

Veteran-Affairs.org
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Eligibility for Healthcare

least two full years of active duty before becoming eligible. Those discharged for disability- or hardship-related

Service members will need to qualify for (and remain el-

reasons may not be subject to this requirement.

igible to) receive VA benefits. Those who wish to receive
benefits should be honorably discharged from one of

Enrolling for Health Benefits Online

the following branches of the military:
Veterans who meet the standards mentioned above
Army

may apply for benefits online by visiting www.vets.gov/

Marine Corps

health-care/apply/application/introduction. Those who

Air Force

require additional assistance with the enrollment pro-

Navy

cess may call 877-222-8387 anytime between 8 a.m.

Coast Guard

and 8 p.m., Monday through Friday. To receive in-person
assistance, veterans can also visit their local VA offices

Individuals serving as commissioned officers for var-

or healthcare facilities. After the enrollment process is

ious government administrations may also be eligible

complete, veterans can seek medical treatment at any

for benefits. Dishonorably discharged service members

VA healthcare facility in the United States. All veterans

and those who are currently in prison may be barred

who meet the eligibility requirements, regardless of age,

from benefits. Veterans with outstanding felony war-

race, ethnicity, gender, or sexual orientation or disability

rants, as well as their dependents, may not be eligible

are entitled to benefits.

for benefits, either. Servicemen and servicewomen who
enlisted after September 7, 1980 must serve at least at

Veteran-Affairs.org
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Additional Enrollment Information

Priority Group Classifications

There are some categories of veterans who will not

Most honorably discharged and active service mem-

need to enroll to receive benefits. Individuals who be-

bers will have access to VA benefits, but some service

long to the following groups are not required to enroll:

members will take priority over others. This is done to

Veterans who need disability-related care only

ensure that resources are distributed in the most effi-

(the disability must be the direct result of

cient manner. The military uses the following priority

military service)

group classifications:

Veterans with 50 percent or more servicerelated disabilities

Group 1: Those with military-related disabilities with a

Veterans seeking registry examinations

rating of at least 50 percent. There are veterans who

Veterans currently seeking treatment for

cannot work due to their military-related disabilities.

an unrated disability incurred in the line
of duty within one year of discharge.

Group 2: Service members with 30 or 40 percent-rated
disabilities.

Military members who belong to any of the classifications above are still urged to register for benefits and ser-

Group 3: Veterans who have been awarded a Medal

vices, even though it is not required. Registering will ex-

of Honor or a Purple Heart, as well as those with mil-

pedite the administration of benefits for most veterans.

itary-related disabilities of 10 or 20 percent, belong to
this group. Those who are classified under Title 38, U.S.C.,
§ 1151 are also included in this group.

Veteran-Affairs.org
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Group 4: Veterans who have been determined to

Group 7: Veterans with non-measurable household in-

be “catastrophically” disabled are categorized

comes are grouped here.

here. Those who receive higher pensions or
compensation for their military-related injuries

Group 8: Veterans with household incomes above their

and veterans whose injuries leave them house-

respective geographically-adjusted income threshold

bound are part of Group 4.

belong in this category.

Group 5: Those with injuries of 0 percent are in Group

Sub-Priority Classifications

5. Veterans whose injuries are not related to military
service and veterans receiving Medicaid benefits or VA

Unlike other priority groups, Group 8 is subdivided into

pensions are grouped here.

sub-priorities based largely on income level. The sub-priorities are as follows:

Group 6: Those who belong to the following groups:
A: Veterans who have been enrolled since January 2003
Veterans exposed to radiation during the

and have remained enrolled after eligibility changes.

occupation of Nagasaki or Hiroshima
Those who served in Vietnam between

B: Those whose income is higher than the present VA

Jan. 1962 and May 1975

national income thresholds by less than 10 percent.

Veterans who served at Camp Lejeune,

Service members in this category should have enrolled

NC for at least 30 days between August 1953

in the program on or after June 2009.

and December 1987

Veteran-Affairs.org
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C: Those enrolled on or after January 2003 and have

Mammograms, pap smears and other

remained enrolled due to changes in eligibility status.

gynecological procedures

D: Veterans who have been enrolled since June 2009,

Infertility treatments (limited benefits)

whose income is higher than the present VA national

For additional information on VA health benefits for

income thresholds. Veterans who are not eligible for en-

women, call the Women Veteran Call Center at 855- VA

rollment or those who do not meet the previously men-

Women (855-829-6636) or visit https://www.women-

tioned criteria belong to this sub-priority.

shealth.va.gov/ to learn more.

E: Service members with a 0 percent injury and those
with non-military related injuries.

The Veterans Access, Choice and

To view current VA income thresholds, please visit

Accountability Act of 2014

http://nationalincomelimits.vaftl.us/
The 2014 Veterans Access, Choice and Accountability

Special Services for Female Veterans

Act allows veterans in the following categories to seek
medical treatment at non-VA facilities if they:

Female service members are eligible for the same ben-

Reside more than 40 miles away from

efits as male service members. They are also eligible to

a VA healthcare facility.

receive the following healthcare benefits and services:

Will not be able to be treated by a VA healthcare

Cancer screenings

professional for at least 30 days.

Maternity care

Must travel an excessive distance to receive

Menopause management

treatment at a VA facility.

Contraceptive services

The program is set to last for three years (or until funds
are depleted) until October 2017.

Veteran-Affairs.org
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Apply for Enrollment

tails about the appointment will be sent via email. Those
who need immediate health care or care prior to the

Before veterans can receive their benefits, they must

appointment should visit their nearest VA Emergency

apply for enrollment. Enrollment can be done over the

Rooms or contact the Enrollment Coordinator directly.

phone without a paper application. At the time of enrollment, the VA will offer personalized help via “Welcome to

Veterans Health Identification Card

VA” (W2VA). W2VA assists newly enrolled service members by providing personal calls during the enrollment

All veterans will receive a Veterans Health Identification

process and making initial medical appointments at

Card upon enrollment. Once the VA verifies enrollment,

VA facilities. Upon enrollment, all members will receive

the beneficiary will need to visit a local VA medical facil-

a Veterans Health Benefits Handbook and an introduc-

ity to have a photograph taken.

tory letter in the mail. Additional information about the

The enrollee will receive his or her VHIC card in the

Veterans Health Benefits Handbook can be obtained at

mail shortly after. When visiting a VA medical facility

https://www.va.gov/HEALTHBENEFITS/vhbh/

anywhere in the country, service members will need
to show their VHIC cards. Note that the card does not

Scheduling an Initial Doctor’s Appointment

guarantee benefits or serve as a form of payment.

Veterans who apply for enrollment in person, and those

Each VHIC includes the following benefits:

who check “yes” will be able to schedule an initial medical appointment immediately after finishing the appli-

Anti-counterfeiting micro-text

cation. If an initial appointment is requested, further de-

An electronically encoded member

Veteran-Affairs.org
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identification number

Photo ID card issued by the state or federal

A magnetic barcode providing additional

governments

personal information security

School ID card (with photograph)

Braille code for visually impaired veterans
Individual awards and honors

Other primary forms of identification may also be acceptable, so those lacking the documents above should

Acceptable Forms of Identification

contact the VA office directly. Acceptable secondary
forms of identification include:

Veterans will also need to show their VHIC if they wish
to enter a U.S. military base. Due to the importance of

Certified or original birth certificate

this card, the VA requires all enrollees to provide two

Social Security card

forms of identification (primary and secondary) when

Voter registration card

requesting a VHIC.

Native American tribal document
Canadian driver’s license

Acceptable primary forms of identification include:

Department of State Form DS-1350 (Report
of Birth Certification)

State-issued driver’s license
Unexpired U.S. or foreign passport

Once a veteran provides two forms of identification, he

Military Identification card

or she will receive a VHIC.

Military dependent’s card

Veteran-Affairs.org
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Denial of Benefits

During the 60-day pre-termination period, veterans have
the following rights:

Occasionally, an applicant will be deemed ineligible for
benefits. If you are denied VA benefits, and you disagree

Receive medical care until the termination date.

with the decision, you have the right to appeal. Addition-

Submit relevant evidence or proof.

al details and the reasons behind each denial will be
sent in a letter. This letter will also have explicit instruc-

At the end of the 60-day period, the VA will extensively

tions regarding the appeal process. Veterans who are

review all submitted evidence and arrive at a final de-

initially found eligible for benefits may also be deemed

cision. Enrollees will receive another letter detailing the

ineligible later. If you are chosen for disenrollment, you

final decision, as well as instructions for filing an appeal.

will be notified via letter 60 days before the actual termi-

Veterans also have the right to obtain representation

nation date of your benefits so that you will have time

during personal hearings.

to seek medical care elsewhere. The letter will include:

The Affordable Care Act and Veterans
The reason your benefits are being terminated.

Health Care

Information about filing an appeal and
presenting evidence.

In an attempt to expand coverage and reduce rising

Instructions about requesting a personal

healthcare costs, The Affordable Care Act was intro-

hearing.

duced by the federal government. To ensure that all

The date of termination.

American citizens have access to affordable medical
care, the act requires all Americans to have private

Veteran-Affairs.org
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health insurance, Medicaid or Medicare, or face a tax

Enrolling in the VA Healthcare System

penalty of 10 percent. The Affordable Care Act does not
impact VA healthcare services or the cost of those ser-

Veterans can enroll in the VA healthcare system at any

vices. Veterans who wish to utilize the health insurance

time. The VA Health Benefits Explorer can provide vet-

marketplace should do so before January 31.

erans with additional information about the benefits for
which they are eligible. Members of the VA healthcare

The Health Insurance Marketplace

system often benefit from:
No deductibles, premiums or

Members of the armed forces who are currently en-

out-of-pocket costs.

rolled in the VA healthcare system do not need to take

Prescription drugs with low copayments.

any further action. Those who are not enrolled in the

A nationwide network of healthcare providers

system have the option to purchase health insurance

(more than 1,500 locations).

plans via the “marketplace.” The marketplace provides a

Immediate access to benefits and services.

forum for health insurance companies to offer various

Coverage provided by the VA healthcare system meets

types of plans. Before shopping for a plan, you will need

the minimum essential coverage requirement, so you

to fill out an online application, which will ask for finan-

will not be subject to a tax penalty.

cial and tax information. At the end of the application,
you will be informed whether you are eligible for a subsi-

Family Members of Veterans

dy. Subsidies lower the cost of premiums, and are paid
directly to health insurance companies. As your income

If family members of veterans lack VA coverage, they

rises and falls, so will the amount of your subsidy.

will need to apply for health coverage through the mar-
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ketplace. The marketplace allows individuals to find af-

Financial Assessment

fordable insurance plans, and most who apply will be
eligible for financial assistance. Some individuals may

As mentioned above, some veterans will be able to

be eligible for reduced-cost or free health insurance

receive medical services free-of-charge. The cost of

through programs such as the CHIP (Children’s Health

healthcare for an individual will largely depend on the

Insurance Program) and Medicaid. To learn more or

results of a financial assessment (means test).

start an application, visit www.healthcare.gov/.
Veterans whose annual household incomes are great-

Costs of Veterans Healthcare

er than VA income thresholds, and those who do not
complete their financial assessment, will be subject to

The VA healthcare system provides a wide range of

a copay at the time of treatment.

medical services to its enrollees. Many of these services do not require out-of-pocket payment, but others

Veterans with an income equal to or below the VA

will require a copayment. A copayment is a monetary

thresholds will not be required to pay for medical care.

amount the patient is required to pay for medical treatment after the VA system pays its share. The cost of

Copays for Primary and Specialty Care

VA health care varies, and is influenced by factors such
as income. If you have questions about VA healthcare

The amount of your copayment will depend on the ser-

costs, additional information can be found at

vices you receive. A visit to a primary care doctor is $15

https://www.va.gov/healthbenefits/cost/.

and a visit to a specialist is $50.
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Services provided by a specialist include:

Additional days of inpatient care – $128
Daily charges – $2

Surgery.
Radiology.

Priority Group 8

Optometry.

(these veterans are responsible for full copayments):

Cardiology.
Audiology.

First 90-day inpatient – $1,288
Additional days of inpatient care – $644

Specialist procedures include computerized axial to-

Daily charges – $10

mography (CAT) scans, magnetic resonance imagery
(MRI) and any nuclear medicine treatment.

All other priority groups do not have inpatient treatment
copays. Veterans residing in areas with high living costs

Inpatient and Prescription Drug Copays

may qualify for additional assistance.
Veterans in priority groups 2 through 8 will be required

When assessing prescription and inpatient care costs,

to pay for prescriptions if their medical conditions are

veterans are placed into various tiers (priority groups).

not service-related. Prescription costs are listed below:

Each priority group and associated costs for inpatient
care are listed below:

Tier One (Preferred Generic Drugs) – $5

Priority Group 7:

Tier Two (Non-Preferred Generic Drugs) – $8

First 90-day inpatient – $257

Tier Three (Brand Name) – $11

Veteran-Affairs.org
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Veterans belonging to priority group 1 do not have co-

Complete and submit the Request for

pays associated with medical services.

Hardship

Treasury Debt Collection

Determination form (can be found at https://www.
va.gov/vaforms/medical/pdf/vha-10-10HS-fill.pdf).

The Digital Accountability and Transparency Act of

Those requesting hardship determinations should

2014 (DATA) requires the VA to give delinquent debts

note that they will still be responsible for prescription

to the Treasury Cross-Servicing Program. Veterans

drug copays.

have 60 days to fully pay debts or arrange payment
plans or further attempts to collect may be ordered.

Appealing a Denial

Request for Hardship Determination

Sometimes, the VA system denies medical benefit
claims. When this occurs, veterans have the right to

Financially struggling veterans may request a hard-

file appeals and state why they disagree with the initial

ship determination if they are unable to pay a medical

decision.

debt. If the request is granted, the veteran will not be
required to make any copayments for the rest of the

During the process, applicants will have a chance to

year. To claim hardship, you should do the following:

voice their concerns and submit any evidence they
believe to be relevant to the decision. If an appeal is

Send a letter explaining the circumstances

judged valid, veterans may have another chance to re-

of your hardship

ceive VA benefits.
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Writing a Notice of Disagreement

Once the VA receives a Notice of Disagreement, claims
will either be granted or veterans will be sent a State-

To start an appeal, the first step is to write a letter to

ment of the Case.

the VA explaining the disagreement surrounding the
decision. This initial letter is known as a “Notice of

This statement details important regulations, laws,

Disagreement,” and will need to explicitly state which

facts and other information used to reach a final deci-

claim decisions are being referenced in the letter (if

sion about a claim.

more than one claim has been denied).
The VA will also send an Appeal to Board of Veterans’
Once the letter is complete and contains the neces-

Appeals form along with this statement. If veterans

sary information, veterans may send it to the address

disagree with the second decision, they may submit

printed on the decision notice. Veterans have exactly

this appeal within one year of the postmark date on

one year from the day they receive the final decision

the statement.

to file an appeal. The postmark on the notice will be
examined for timeliness, and if an applicant fails to file

During this time, applicants may request a board hear-

on time, the decision will remain in place. If the final de-

ing (this will delay a final decision). Veterans are not

cision is upheld, veterans can only receive benefits if:

required to request a board hearing.

Appeal Assistance and Representation

They have new evidence that may have
a bearing on the case.
Prove that the VA incorrectly denied the claim.

Those who need assistance with their appeals have
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access to resources. If needed, veterans can retain the

Requesting a Hearing

services of a(n):
Those who elect to have a hearing will need to make
Attorney

a request at the local VA office. An appeal is not need-

Representative from the Veterans Service

ed in order to schedule a hearing, and if preferred, vet-

Organization (free-of-charge)

erans can request to have a hearing outside of their

Agent of their choosing

communities. During a hearing, veterans are allowed
to do the following:

This is not necessary, but it can increase the chances
of having an appeal granted. Veterans Service Organi-

Speak on their own behalves

zation representatives have specialized knowledge of

Provide written evidence

the claims and appeals process. If an attorney is hired,

Have witnesses offer testimonies

he or she must have a valid American law license. An
“agent” is not an attorney, but an individual who pos-

Once a request is received, the VA will arrange a time

sesses in-depth knowledge about military issues. The

and date for an upcoming hearing.

VA site can offer additional information about representatives, and the local bar association can provide a
listing of lawyers in the area.
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DISABILITY
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Veterans Affairs Disability

because of a service-related injury or disability. Addi-

Compensation

tionally, DIC for parents is available to eligible parents
of veterans who lost a biological, adopted or foster

Disability Compensation is a tax-free benefit available

child as the result of a service-related injury, disease

to eligible disabled veterans and their families. Disabili-

or death.

ties may be the result of a disease, service-related injury or any disability found to be related to time served in

SMC is a benefit available to disabled veterans and

the U.S. military. Applicants may be eligible to receive

their families as the result of a service-related injury.

Disability Compensation even if the disability arose af-

Examples of service-related injuries include the loss of

ter the veteran’s service has ended.

the use of a leg or hand. SMC is a need-based benefit

Several types of Disability Compensation are available

and is often referred to as Aid and Attendance. Candi-

to eligible disabled veterans. Types of Disability Com-

dates may apply for Disability Compensation benefits

pensation include Dependency and Indemnity Com-

online through the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs

pensation (DIC) and Special Monthly Compensation

(VA) eBenefits website.

(SMC).
Other Disability Compensation benefits are available

Disability Compensation Benefits

to eligible veterans. These benefits include housing
and insurance benefits such as Adapted Housing

DIC is a benefit available to surviving families of ser-

Grants, Veterans’ Mortgage Life Insurance and Ser-

vice members who died while serving on active duty

vice-Disabled Veterans’ Insurance. Adapted Housing

for training or during active duty or inactive duty. DIC

Grants are available to assist a disabled veteran with

is also available to survivors of veterans who died

the improvement of his or her living conditions. These
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grants may be used to make a home more accessible

Veterans Disability Compensation

to a veteran with service-related disabilities.

Eligibility

Types of Insurance Benefits for Disabled

Disability Compensation is a crucial benefit available

Veterans

to eligible military candidates. In 2015, Disability Compensation accounted for 75 percent of U.S. Depart-

Insurance benefits are also available to injured or dis-

ment of Veterans Affairs (VA) benefits. Additionally, 69

abled veterans and their families. Service-Disabled Vet-

percent of veterans who received Disability Compen-

erans Insurance’ (S-DVI) is available to assist injured or

sation also used VA Health Care in 2015. As a tax-free

disabled veterans with insurance costs. Policies have

benefit available to eligible disabled veterans and their

a maximum face amount of $10,000. Additionally, Vet-

families, Disability Compensation may be awarded to

erans’ Mortgage Life Insurance (VMLI) is a mortgage

eligible applicants even if the disability arose after the

protection program available to assist surviving fami-

veteran’s service has ended. Disabilities may be the re-

lies in the event of a veteran’s death. VMLI provides up

sult of a disease, service-related injury or any disability

to $200,000 in mortgage life insurance benefits.

found to be related to time served in the U.S. military.

Additional life insurance policies are also available to

To learn more about the specific qualifications for re-

eligible veterans. These life insurance programs in-

ceiving Disability Compensation, please review the in-

clude Family Servicemembers’ Group Life Insurance

formation presented below:

(FSGLI), Traumatic Injury Servicemember’s Group Life
Insurance (TSGLI) and Servicemember’s Group Life In-

General Disability Compensation eligibility

surance (SGLI).

Dependency and Indemnity Compensation
eligibility
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Special Monthly Compensation eligibility

be medical evidence of a current mental or physical

Other requirements for receiving Disability

disability as well as evidence of the disability being

Compensation

related to military service. Learn more about Disability Compensation eligibility on the U.S. Department of

General Disability Compensation Eligibility

Veterans Affairs website.

To receive Disability Compensation benefits, a veter-

Dependency and Indemnity Compensation

an must have a service-related disease or injury. The

Eligibility

disease or injury must have developed while the veteran was serving during active duty for training, serv-

Dependency and Indemnity Compensation (DIC) is a

ing during inactive duty for training or serving in the

Disability Compensation benefit available to surviving

Uniformed Services on active duty. If the disability oc-

families of service members who died while serving

curred during inactive duty for training, the disability

on active duty for training or during active duty or in-

must be the result of a stroke, heart attack or injury.

active duty. DIC is also available to survivors of veter-

Additionally, the veteran will not be eligible for Disabili-

ans who died as the result of a service-related injury

ty Compensation if he or she was discharged from ser-

or disability. Additionally, DIC for parents is available to

vice for conditions deemed dishonorable.

eligible parents who lost a biological, adopted or foster

Eligible disabilities pertain to both physical and men-

child due to service-related injury, disease or death.

tal conditions, including Lou Gehrig’s disease and

However, DIC allowances vary depending on each spe-

post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). An eligible vet-

cific beneficiary. Learn more about DIC eligibility rates

eran must be at least 10 percent disabled from the ser-

on the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs website.

vice-related injury or disease. Additionally, there must
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Special Monthly Compensation Eligibility

-

The veteran is a former prisoner of war.

-

The veteran has been exposed to mustard gas,

Special Monthly Compensation (SMC) is a tax-free

ionizing radiation or Lewisite while serving

benefit available to eligible disabled veterans and their

in the military.

families as the result of a service-related injury. Exam-

-

The veteran has a tropical or chronic disease

ples of service-related injuries include the loss of the

that developed shortly after discharge from

use of a leg, hand or other body part. As a need-based

service.

program, SMC is often referred to as Aid and Atten-

-

dance. SMC is available to assist veterans who are
housebound or need help performing daily functions.
However, compensation amounts vary depending on

The veteran served during the Gulf War
in Southwest Asia.

-

The veteran has been exposed to harmful
herbicides while serving in Vietnam.

the circumstances of each beneficiary. Learn more

If a veteran is thought to have a Presumed Disability,

about SMC eligibility rates on the U.S. Department of

medical evidence of a physical or mental disability

Veterans Affairs website.

claim may not be required.

Other Requirements for Receiving Disability

How to Apply for Disability

Compensation

Compensation

Certain veterans may fall under the Disability Compen-

There are several available application methods for

sation category of Presumed Disability. To meet Pre-

veterans or eligible families in need of Disability Com-

sumed Disability requirements, veterans must meet

pensation benefits. The most convenient method for

one of the following qualifications:

applying for Disability Compensation benefits is to
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apply online through eBenefits.gov. When applying on-

Evidence Needed to Apply for Disability

line, Disability Compensation applicants will have ac-

Compensation

cess to a wide range of important documents, including medical evidence, dependency records and service

To apply for Disability Compensation, relevant dis-

discharge or separation papers. However, an alternate

charge and medical evidence must be submitted to

application method involves completing hard copies

the VA. As part of the application process, all appli-

of the application forms and submitting them by mail.

cants must submit the following pieces of informa-

Application materials may be accessed and printed

tion: separation or service discharge papers (including

online, or forms may be mailed out for the applicant to

form DD214), any service treatment records and any

complete and return.

relevant medical evidence from hospital or doctor vis-

To learn more about applying for Disability Compensa-

its that support an injury or disability claim.

tion benefits, review the information presented below:

Applying for Disability Compensation Online
Evidence needed to apply for Disability
Compensation

The most effective method for applying to receive

Applying for Disability Compensation online

Disability Compensation benefits is to apply online

Applying for Disability Compensation by mail

through the eBenefits.gov website. Eligible applicants

How to apply for Dependency and Indemnity

must register to create a new online account or login

Compensation

to a preexisting account. However, an applicant may

How to apply for Special Monthly

only create a new account if he or she meets at least

Compensation

one of the following qualifications:

Standard Claims and Fully Developed Claims
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The applicant or the applicant’s family member

Applying for Disability Compensation by Mail

has a Common Access Card with an
accessible card reader.

If the online application is not accessible, an applicant

The applicant or the applicant’s family member

may complete an application by hand and submit it by

has a Defense Finance and Account Service

mail. An applicant must download, print and complete

myPay account.

VA Form 21-526EZ, Application for Disability Compen-

The applicant or the applicant’s family member

sation and Related Compensation Benefits. Complet-

is either a veteran, a dependent of a Veteran or

ed applications must be mailed or dropped off at the

a survivor of a Veteran.

nearest regional VA office. Regional VA offices can be

The applicant is registered in the Defense

found using the VA Location Directory.

Enrollment Eligibility Reporting System (DEERS).

Alternatively, an applicant may contact the VA by calling the department’s toll-free number 1-800-827-1000.

If the applicant meets one or more of these qualifica-

An application will be mailed out for the applicant to

tions, the online account creation and application pro-

complete and submit by mail or in-person.

cess may begin.
During the online application process, each applicant

How to Apply for Dependency and

must complete and submit a disability claim for one dis-

Indemnity Compensation

ability that occurred during service in the U.S. Military.
Additionally, each applicant must complete and submit

Applications for Dependency and Indemnity Compen-

a claim for two post-service disabilities that are pre-

sation (DIC) benefits must be printed, completed and

sumably related to service. During this time, preexisting

submitted by mail to a local Pension Management

Disability Compensation materials may be modified.

Center. DIC application materials include VA Form 21-
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534EZ, Application for DIC, Death Pension, and/or Ac-

a local VA office. SMC application materials include a

crued Benefits. If the veteran’s death happened during

completed VA Form 21-2680. If eligible, qualifying can-

his or her time in service, VA Form 21-534a must be

didates will automatically receive SMC benefits.

completed and mailed to the VA Regional Office in
Philadelphia. The mailing address can be found below:

Standard Claims and Fully Developed Claims

		DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

During the application process, medical evidence is

		

Regional Office and Insurance Center

often needed to support Disability Compensation

		

P.O. Box 8079

claims. During this process, the VA will work to obtain

		

Philadelphia, PA 19101

all relevant records to back up the veteran’s Disability
Compensation claim. Several types of claims are of-

The form may also be faxed to the Department of Vet-

fered during the application process, including Stan-

erans Affairs at 215-381-3084. Alternatively, an appli-

dard Claims and Fully Developed Claims (FDC).

cant may work with a local accredited agent or repre-

During the Standard Claims process, the VA gathers

sentative to complete an application or visit a local VA

relevant records such as hospital or medical records,

office for additional assistance.

state or local government records and records from
current or former employers. The VA will also provide

How to Apply for Special Monthly

the veteran with a medical examination or medical

Compensation

opinion, if required.
Additionally, the FDC process is an expedited initiative

Applications for Special Monthly Compensation (SMC)

available to Veterans, service members and surviving

must be printed, completed and submitted by mail to

family members of veterans in need of Disability Com-
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pensation benefits. Using the FDC process, the appli-

fer to injuries or disabilities that developed because of

cant submits all required materials with a Disability

a service-related injury.

Compensation application, which expedites

To learn more about Disability Compensation claims,

the claims process.

review the information presented below:

To file an FDC, candidates may complete an online

Pre-service and pre-discharge claims

form during the initial online application process or

In-service claims

instead fill out VA Form 21-526EZ. Completed forms

Post-service claims

may be returned to a local VA office.

Special Disability claims
Forms needed to submit a claim

Types of Disability Compensation
Claims

Pre-service and Pre-discharge Claims

There are many different types of claims that fall un-

Pre-service claims include disabilities that were pres-

der the VA’s Disability Compensation program. These

ent before a veteran entered the U.S. Military, but wors-

claims include pre-service or pre-discharge, in-service,

ened during active duty service, inactive duty service

post-service and special disability claims. Pre-service

or training. Many veterans may enter the military with

and pre-discharge claims include disabilities that ex-

disabilities or previous injuries, but the disabilities

isted before a veteran served in the U.S. military but

or injuries may be manageable at the time. Howev-

worsened during service. In-service claims involve

er, pre-service injuries may become aggravated and

disabilities or injuries that developed while the veteran

worsen over time.

was serving in the U.S. Military. Post-service claims re-

Pre-service Disability Compensation can only be paid
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to the veteran depending on the specific level of aggra-

claims for any disabilities or injuries that developed af-

vation involved. For example, if a veteran entered the

ter service. However, injuries and disabilities must be

U.S. Military with a condition that was deemed only 10

connected to service in the U.S. military, even if the in-

percent disabling, the condition must have increased to

jury or disease did not develop until the veteran exited

at least 20 percent disabling after serving in the military.

the service. Examples of veterans who are eligible for
post-service claims include the following:

Additionally, pre-discharge Disability Compensation
claims are available to active service members who

Veterans who have an Agent Orange-related

are within 180 days of retirement or separation from

disease

the National Guard or active duty.

Veterans with disabilities that occurred within
one year of being discharged from the military

In-service Claims

Veterans who were exposed to hazardous
materials including physical, chemical or

To qualify for an in-service claim, veterans must have

environmental hazards such as asbestos,

developed an injury or disease while serving in the mil-

radiation or mustard gas

itary or in the line of duty. However, diseases and inju-

Gulf War veterans who suffered chronic

ries must not be the result of misconduct or abuse of

symptoms of fatigue, memory problems,

drugs or alcohol.

respiratory problems, headaches, joint pain,
indigestion or insomnia

Post-service Claims

Veterans who were held captive as a Prisoners

Post-service claims are Disability Compensation

of War (POW)
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Special Disability Claims

talization benefits for a service-related disability that
requires more than 21 days of hospitalization. The VA

Certain Disability Compensation claims are not based

may also pay unemployment benefits or pre-stabiliza-

on in-service disabilities or injuries. Special claims may

tion benefits to veterans who are unable to work or re-

also be rewarded after other Disability Compensation

main self-sufficient.

benefits have been exhausted. Various special claims

Additionally, burial benefits are also available to pay for

include automobile allowance, birth defects/spina bi-

the funeral costs and burials of eligible veterans. Title

fida allowance, clothing allowance, convalescence,

38 U.S.C. 151 claims are also available, which provides

dentistry, hospitalization, individual unemployability,

compensation to veterans who received injuries while

pre-stabilization and burial benefits.

receiving VA medical treatment.

Automobile allowance provides a one-time allowance
to eligible disabled veterans that assists them with the

Forms Needed to Submit a Claim

purchase of a new or used vehicle. Clothing allowances are available to disabled veterans who use an or-

To apply for a Disability Compensation claim, veterans

thopedic or prosthetic device due to a service-related

or eligible applicants may complete an online applica-

injury. Additionally, the VA provides an allowance to el-

tion through eBenefits.gov. Claims may also be com-

igible female veterans who gave birth to children with

pleted by hand and submitted by mail to the nearest

birth defects or spina bifida. The VA may also grant

VA office.

a 100 percent Disability Compensation benefit to dis-

Required forms needed to submit a claim include VA

abled veterans as they recover from a service-related

Form 21-526C (for pre-discharge claims) and VA Form

surgery. This claim is referred to as convalescence.

21-526EZ (for original, Fully Developed, reopened or

Other special claims include dentistry care or hospi-

supplemental claims). Veterans who received medical
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care from a non-VA medical care provider must also

evidence. However, the Fully Developed Claims pro-

complete VA Form 21-4142.

cess is expedited, since the applicant has more control

Additional information on various types of Disability

over the process.

Compensation claims can be found on the Compen-

To learn more about evidence needed for making Dis-

sation page of the VA’s website.

ability Compensation claims, review the information
presented below:

Required Evidence Needed for

Veterans Claims Assistance Act

Disability Compensation Claims

Fully Developed Claims
Standard Claims

When an eligible veteran or other candidate applies

Disability Benefits Questionnaires

for Disability Compensation benefits, he or she must

How to Access a Disability Benefits

submit relevant evidence to prove the accuracy of the

Questionnaire

disability claim. The applicant must either provide all
needed information during the application process or

Veterans Claims Assistance Act

provide the VA with sufficient information to access
the relevant evidence. Relevant evidence includes sep-

In November of 2000, Congress passed the Veterans

aration or discharge papers (such as DD214), medical

Claims Assistance Act (VCAA), which defined the VA’s

evidence (including hospital and doctor reports) and

responsibility in helping claimants to obtain relevant

service treatment records. Then, the applicant may

medical evidence needed to receive Disability Com-

decide if he or she wishes to file a Standard Claim or

pensation benefits. In the VCAA, Congress determined

a Fully Developed Claim. Fully Developed Claims are

that it is the VA’s responsibility to perform the following

optional and require the applicant to submit additional

responsibilities:
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The VA will obtain relevant medical records

dard claims process, the FDC program requires the appli-

from the Federal agency, including military

cant to gather all relevant medical evidence to submit to the

records, VA Medical Center records and Social

VA. By having the applicant access all needed information,

Security Administration records.

the process goes much more quickly. Applicants are given

The VA will provide claimants with a medical

the opportunity to submit all necessary evidence at one

examination or medical opinion to serve as

time. Veterans and their families can learn more about filing

evidence under the Disability Compensation

a FDC on the VA website.

claim.
Through the VCAA, Congress determined that it is the

Standard Claims

petitioner’s responsibility to obtain non-Federal agency
records. For example, it is the applicant’s responsibility

Under the standard claims process, the VA is responsible

to obtain state or local government records, records

for tracking down any relevant medical records that pertain

from private hospitals or doctors and records from

to a disability claim. However, the applicant must give the

current or former employers.

VA authorization to access the files. Once authorized, the

However, the VCAA acknowledges that the VA may

VA will do everything in its power to obtain all relevant medi-

assist applicants in obtaining these records if the ap-

cal records. Additionally, the VA will provide the veteran with

plicant gives the VA enough adequate information to

a medical examination or medical opinion, if necessary.

do so.

Disability Benefits Questionnaires
Fully Developed Claims

Like FDCs, Disability Benefits Questionnaires (DBQs)

To create an expedited claims process, the VA developed

were developed to expedite the Disability Compen-

the Fully Developed Claims (FDC) program. Unlike the stan-

sation process. With the use of DBQs, veterans have
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more control over the speed of the Disability Compen-

testinal; genitourinary; gynecological; hematologic and

sation claims process.

lymphatic; infectious diseases; musculoskeletal; ophthalmological; respiratory; rheumatological; psycho-

The more than 70 DBQs available online for download-

logical and general surgery. Alternatively, applicants

ing make it easy for a veteran to complete a medical

may search for a specific DBQ form by symptom.

examination with his or her own private healthcare

The process of accessing and completing a Disability

provider, rather than waiting to go through a VA facili-

Benefits Questionnaire is easy. Applicants can simply

ty. The medical provider will be asked to complete the

access and download one of the 70 DBQ forms avail-

form, which averages five pages in length, in order to

able online and ask a healthcare provider to fill out the

help the VA accurately determine the Disability Com-

form. Veterans should save a copy of the form for their

pensation eligibility of a disabled or injured veteran.

records and submit the original form to the VA.

However, private providers may charge a fee for the

The Disability Compensation

completion of these forms.

Claims Process
How to Access a Disability Benefits
Questionnaire

The Disability Compensation claims process consists
of eight crucial steps that must be completed to deter-

DBQ forms are listed alphabetically by medical condi-

mine Disability Compensation eligibility. However, each

tion on the VA’s website. Examples of medical condi-

of these steps may vary depending on the complexity

tions that have a relevant DBQ include the following:

of each claim. Additionally, the amount of evidence

endocrinological; cardiovascular; neurological; dental

needed and the time it takes to gather the evidence

and oral; dermatological; ear, nose and throat; gastroin-

will also affect the processing time. For this reason,
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the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) strongly

receives a claim, it will review the claim and gather any

encourages applicants to gather as much information

additional evidence for the case.

as possible in order to reduce claim-processing time.

If a candidate applied online through the VONAPP

The more information that is submitted initially, the

Direct Connect system, an application confirmation

less time the VA will be required to spend gathering

should be viewable within one hour under the Open

any additional information and evidence.

Claims section of the website. If a candidate applied

To learn more about the Disability Compensation claims

through U.S. mail, the applicant should allow mailing

process, please review the information presented below:

time plus an additional week for the VA to process the
application.

Step One: Receiving a Claim
Step Two: Reviewing a Claim

Step Two: Reviewing a Claim

Step Three: Gathering the Evidence
Step Four: Reviewing the Evidence

The second step in the Disability Compensation

Step Five: Preparing for a Decision

claims process involves a review of the application.

Steps Six and Seven: Approval and Notification

Each claim is assigned to and reviewed by a Veterans

Step Eight: Completion

Service Representative. During review, the Veterans

Additional Information

Service Representative will determine if additional information or evidence is needed to process the claim.

Step One: Receiving a Claim

If the VA does not need any additional information or
evidence, the claim will proceed to Step Five: Preparing

The first step in the Disability Compensation claims

for a Decision.

process is submitting a claim to the VA. Once the VA
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Step Three: Gathering the Evidence

case, the process will continue to hold until additional
evidence is obtained. If no additional evidence is need-

If supporting evidence is needed or if the applicant did

ed, the Veterans Service Representative will recom-

not submit any evidence with his or her initial appli-

mend a decision and prepare documents to announce

cation, a Veterans Service Representative will request

the decision.

evidence from all necessary sources. If the VA determines that additional evidence is needed at a later

Steps Six and Seven: Approval and Notification

point in the claims process, the application may return
to this step.

During Steps Six and Seven, the VA will review the Veterans Service Representative’s recommended decision.

Step Four: Reviewing the Evidence

Then, the VA will compile a final award approval into a
claim decision packet. This packet will be mailed out to

Once the VA receives all necessary evidence to support

the claimant.

a claim, the VA will determine if additional evidence
is needed or if the process may move on to the next

Step Eight: Completion

step. If the VA determines that no additional evidence
is needed, the VA will begin to prepare for a decision.

By step eight, the VA will mail the claim decision packet
to the candidate. This packet highlights the details of the

Step Five: Preparing for a Decision

award and the final decision. Applicants who have been
denied Disability Compensation may choose to start an

Once again, the Veterans Service Representative may

appeal or submit additional supporting evidence.

decide that additional evidence is needed. If this is the
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Additinal Information

and it must be new evidence that the VA has not yet
seen. While claimants have up to one year to start an

The average time of the Disability Compensation claims

appeal, it is best to send additional evidence as soon

process varies significantly from applicant to applicant.

as possible.

Several factors impact the length of the claims process,
including the type of disability claim, the complexity of

To learn more about the Disability Compensation ap-

the injury or disability, the number of disabilities being

peal process, review the information presented below:

claimed and the accessibility of necessary evidence.
Claimants who completed an online application

How to appeal a Disability Compensation

through eBenefits.gov may go online to track the sta-

decision

tus of the claim.

How long do I have to file an appeal?
The statement of the case

The Disability Compensation Appeal Process

Do I need representation?
Providing additional evidence

If the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) denies
an applicant of Disability Compensation benefits, the

How to Appeal a Disability Compensation Decision

applicant may choose to appeal the decision. The petitioner may also submit new evidence and supporting

If a candidate is declined Disability Compensation

information to encourage the VA to change its verdict.

benefits but feels that he or she has been wrongly de-

Additional evidence may be sent to the VA even if an

nied, the applicant may start an appeal. To appeal the

applicant does not intend to appeal the decision. How-

decision, the claimant must submit a Notice of Dis-

ever, additional evidence must relate to the same claim

agreement to the VA, which is a letter explaining that
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the candidate does not agree with the VA’s decision.

The Statement of the Case

If more than one Disability Compensation claim was
denied by the VA, the petitioner must reference any or

Once the VA receives the written Notice of Disagree-

all claims he or she is appealing.

ment, the VA will either grant the claim or send the
candidate a Statement of the Case. A Statement of the

Completed Notice of Disagreement letters must be

Case describes the legal regulations and reasons that

submitted to the address included on the VA’s decision

the VA used to make a specific decision.

notice letter. However, appeals must be postmarked or
received by the VA within one year of the denial deci-

If an applicant still wishes to appeal after receiving

sion date.

the Statement of the Case, he or she must complete
and submit VA Form 9 within one year of being denied

How long do I have to file an appeal?

Disability Compensation benefits or within 60 days of
receiving the Statement of the Case (whichever date

In most cases, claimants must start an appeal within

is later).

one year of being denied Disability Compensation benefits. However, certain exceptions apply. If a candidate

Petitioners who wish to start an appeal by filing out

can show the VA that he or she was wrongly denied

VA Form 9 will have the option to request an optional

disability benefits, the appeal may be accepted after

Board of Veterans Appeals (BVA) hearing. However, a

the one-year deadline.

BVA hearing will require additional time for the BVA to

Additionally, the claimant may submit new evidence relat-

reach a decision.

ed to the VA’s reasons for denying the applicant’s claim.
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Do I need representation?

statements that discuss how the statements and documents should change the VA’s decision.

A Veterans Service Organization Representative, agent
or attorney-at-law are all available to assist claimants

Additionally, an applicant may request a personal hear-

who wish to start an appeal. However, representation

ing at a local VA office at any time, whether the appli-

is not required. Veterans Service Organization Repre-

cant plans to appeal or not. The hearing can be used to

sentatives will represent petitioners for free, but attor-

arrange supporting witnesses and provide additional

neys and agents generally charge a fee for many of

evidence. Interested petitioners may send the VA a let-

their services.

ter to request a local hearing.
Claimants may view additional information about

Providing Additional Evidence

starting an appeal on the VA’s website.

Whether a claimant plans to start an appeal or not, additional supporting evidence may be submitted to the
VA to encourage the VA to modify its decision. New
evidence must be submitted to the address included
on the Disability Compensation decision letter as soon
as possible. Candidates will be notified if the new evidence changed the final decision.
When sending additional evidence to the VA, candidates must send supporting documents with written
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Veterans and those who currently serve in the armed forces are offered a variety of programs and
resources to benefit their lives in and out of active duty. The Department of Veteran Affairs offers
necessary benefits and programs to service members, Veterans, and their families that qualify.
There are a variety of educational programs and services available to Veterans to further their education or learn a new trade or skill to thrive in the workplace.
Many VA educational benefits are also available to non-service members, including dependents, spouses, and family
members of U.S. Veterans. Twenty-five percent of those receiving Veteran Affairs educational benefits have never been
in the service. Various educational programs are available to advance the lives of Veterans and service members. The
Post-9/11 GI Bill offers Veterans, Servicemen and women, and their families the opportunity to obtain a degree in higher
education or applicable job training. These benefits are offered to those who served in the armed forces after September 10th, 2001. The Montgomery GI Bill is offered to those who are currently serving in the armed forces or military
reserved forces, and it helps those who qualify to obtain degrees in higher education, certificates, and other job training
courses. There are several other educational advancement programs such as the Reserve Educational Assistance Program, the Veterans Educational Assistance Program, and the Survivors and Dependents Educational Assistance Program. A breakdown of these programs can be found on the official U.S. Department of Affairs Education and Training
website at https://www.benefits.va.gov/gibill/. These educational advancement programs allow Veterans, Servicemen,
and their families the opportunity to further their education at various public and private educational institutions. Further
details regarding receiving higher education at an accredited institution through VA educational benefits can be found
at https://www.benefits.va.gov/gibill/higher_learning.asp. The VA also offers on-the-job training or apprenticeships to
those who qualify. These programs can aid Veterans who wish to return the workforce with the proper skills and training
to succeed. The educational and training benefits offered by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs allow men and
women who have served in the armed forces and their families to advance their lives and careers.
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Education Programs for Veterans

2001, any honorably discharged veteran, or any person
discharged with a disability acquired during the first 30

Many veterans enter the workforce after serving in the

days of service qualify for this program. The Post-9/11

armed forces. Servicemen and women may need nec-

GI Bill offers up to 36 months of education benefits to

essary job training or education to obtain work. The

qualified participants. The Post-9/11 GI Bill covers pay-

U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs offers numer-

ments for a qualified person’s education up to fifteen

ous education programs to veterans, members of the

years after a person exits active duty. Payments for

armed forces, and their families to advance and enrich

other education benefits may be available under the

the lives of those who served. Eligible participants can

Post-9/11 GI Bill. Education benefits may cover neces-

pursue degrees in higher education, obtain job train-

sary housing, books, and any needed school supplies.

ing, or receive work certificates through various GI bills

Education benefits are only offered for approved pro-

and educational assistance programs offered through

grams. Education programs offered at institutions of

the VA. These Veteran education benefits allow those

higher learning are covered by Post-9/11 GI Bill bene-

who have served and their families to succeed in the

fits. Applicable institutions include four-year universi-

workforce.

ties, community colleges, and other approved institutions providing advanced degrees. Education benefits

The Post-9/11 GI Bill is offered to a variety of service

allow a participant to pursue more than on advanced

members and their dependents. Qualified participants

degree. Independent learning or online learning is also

must be veterans, active servicemen and women, or

offered at institutions of higher learning through this

the family members of those who have served after

GI Bill. More information on choosing a school to at-

September 10th, 2001. Any person that has served

tend can be found on the website https://www.bene-

90 days or more of active duty after September 10th

fits.va.gov/gibill/choosing_a_school.asp.
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Cooperative or co-op training is covered under the

ceive education benefits for up to 36 months. Educa-

Post-9/11 GI Bill, and this program allows participants

tion benefits for these programs can be used towards

to attend a school of higher learning part-time while

obtaining a degree at an institution of higher learning,

working full-time. Correspondence training is covered

co-op training, and vocational or technical classes or

by education benefits under the Post-9/11 GI Bill, and

courses. The Reserve Educational Assistance Pro-

it is a program that involves lessons being sent to a

gram (REAP) offers education benefits to members of

student by mail. All lessons have a deadline and must

the military reserve forces that enter active duty when

be completed by the set date to be graded.

there is a national emergency or war. This program
provides educational advancement services to mem-

The Montgomery GI Bill offers education benefits to

bers of the National Guard and other members of the

people that enlist in the armed forces. There are two

army reserve, the Post-9/11 GI bill has mainly come to

main programs with the Montgomery Bill that offer

replace REAP benefits, covering members of the Na-

numerous education benefits to eligible participants.

tional Guard and other reservists that were active duty

The Montgomery GI Active Duty (MGIB-AD) is offered

after September 11th, 2001. Information regarding

to active duty members that wish to enroll in the pro-

these changes can be found at https://www.benefits.

gram. Participants must pay $100 per month, and once

va.gov/gibill/reap.asp.

they fulfill any service obligations the participant will
receive education benefits monthly. The Montgomery

The Veterans Educational Assistance Program (VEAP)

GI Selected Reserve (MGIB-SR) is offered to members

is a program offered to veterans who have made pay-

of the reserve forces who will serve at least six years

ments into an education fund from their military pay.

in a reserve that is actively drilling. Eligible participants

The government matches whatever funds a partici-

under bother Montgomery GI Bill programs can re-

pant has in their education benefit fund, and the ben-
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efits cover one to 36 months of education payments

provides education benefits to dependents of veterans

depending on how much money a veteran has saved

who were permanently disabled due to their service or

in his or her education benefit fund. A Veteran has ten

died during their service. Participants in this program

years after leaving active duty to utilize these educa-

may receive up to 45 months of education assistance

tion benefits. Any benefits that are not used after the

benefits, allowing dependents to pursue a degree of

ten-year period is over will be refunded to the partic-

higher education, an apprenticeship, or job training.

ipant. VEAP education benefits may cover veterans
who wish to pursue a degree at an institute of higher

Apply for Education Benefits

learning, technical or vocational classes, licensing and
job certification, and entrepreneurship training.

The United States Department of Veteran Affairs offers
education and training programs to servicemembers,

Survivors and Dependents Assistance provides edu-

veterans, and their families. Qualified participants can

cational assistance benefits to survivors, dependents,

pursue a degree at an institution of higher learning, at-

and families of veterans. The two main programs are

tend certification programs, and receive job training.

the Marine Gunnery Sergeant John David Fry Scholar-

Eligible servicemembers, veterans, and their depen-

ship (Fry Scholarship) and the Survivors’ and Depen-

dents can apply for education assistance benefits to

dents’ Educational Assistance (DEA) program. The Fry

further their studies and obtain necessary degrees and

Scholarship offers education benefits to the children

certifications through various GI Bills and education

and spouses of Servicemen and women who died

service programs. Eligible applicants can complete

while in active duty after September 10th, 2001. Recip-

the application process by mail, in person, or online to

ients of this scholarship may receive up to 36 months

begin receiving education assistance benefits.

of education assistance benefits. The DEA program

VA education benefits applications can be completed
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by mail. Interested applicants can call 1-888-442-4551

VA Certifying Official can usually be found in the Reg-

to have an application mailed to their residence. Once

istrar or Financial Aid office of the applicant’s school.

received, this application must be filled out and mailed

The Registrar or Financial Aid office has VA education

to the nearest regional VA office. A list of all the region-

benefit applications that can be completed and submit-

al VA offices and their addresses can be accessed at

ted within the office. The VA Certifying official can help

https://www.benefits.va.gov/gibill/regional_processing.

applicants who wish to apply for VA education benefits.

asp. Any questions regarding any information on the

VA education benefit applications can be completed

VA education benefit application should be addressed

online. Prospective applications can visit https://www.

to an applicant’s regional VA benefit office. An educa-

vets.gov/education/apply/#modal to begin the appli-

tion benefits application can be completed in person at

cation process online. Servicemembers and veterans

the nearest VA regional office. There are three regional

that are applying online must apply with their Form 22-

VA claim processing offices. There is an office in Buf-

1990. This VA benefits application is usually processed

falo, NY, St. Louis, MO, and Muskogee, OK. Applicants

within thirty days. Families or dependents of service-

must visit the webpage https://www.benefits.va.gov/

members and veterans wishing to apply for VA educa-

gibill/regional_processing.asp to see which regional

tion benefits through the eBenefits website at https://

processing office accepts applications from their state

www.vets.gov/education/apply-for-education-benefits/

of residence. The VA education benefit application can

application/5490/introduction. Students who are look-

be filled out and submitted at any one of these regional

ing to change programs or schools and candidates for

VA claim processing offices. An application can also be

National Call to Service can also use the eBenefits plat-

filled out in person at the applicant’s prospective school.

form to apply for VA education benefits.

Applicants must consult with their school’s VA Certify-

VA education benefits are processed through an ap-

ing Official to complete the application process. The

plicant’s regional VA processing office. Applicants can
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view how quickly their VA regional office is process-

tion Assistance Program (REAP), Veterans Education

ing applications online. The VA interactive online map

Assistance Program (VEAP), and other education as-

allows applicants to see in what time frame their ap-

sistance programs, and these programs offer different

plication will be processed. The online ASPIRE dash-

payment rates that cover a participant’s education.

board allows applicant to view their specific region and
the efficiency and speed of the application process.

The Post-9/11 GI Bill is offered to servicemembers

Applicants can download reports on the various VA re-

who have at least ninety days of active duty after Sep-

gional offices and their application processes. The AS-

tember 10th, 2011, those still on active duty, or vet-

PIRE dashboard can be found at https://www.benefits.

erans that were honorably discharged or discharged

va.gov/reports/. It is in the format of a map, making

with a disability after thirty days of service. A total of

it a simple tool to receive information specific to an

thirty-six months of benefits are available to partic-

applicant’s region.

ipants, and these benefits must be claimed at least
fifteen years after a participant is out of active duty.

Payment Rates for Education Benefits

Education benefits will cover all tuition and fee payments for in-state students attending a public school.

VA education benefits are offered to servicemembers,

For students attending a private or foreign school up

veterans, and their dependents through various GI Bills

to $21,970.46 of tuition expenses will be covered by

and education assistance programs. Education bene-

benefits each academic year. A monthly housing sti-

fits can cover a participant’s pursuit of higher educa-

pend and a stipend for school books and supplies may

tion, various degree programs, certifications, and job

also be covered under the Post-9/11 GI Bill. Tuition

training. The VA offers education benefits through the

is paid directly to the student’s school each year, and

Post-9/11 GI Bill, Montgomery GI Bill, Reserve Educa-

students attending school out of state or enrolled in a
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foreign institution have tuition provided to the school

place REAP benefits as of November 25th, 2015, due to

at the national rate. The Montgomery GI Bill is available

the National Defense Authorization Act of 2016. Those

to servicemembers enlisted in the armed forces. The

who were receiving REAP education benefits can see if

Montgomery GI Bill Active Duty (MGIB-AD) program

they are eligible for benefits under the Post-9/11 GI Bill by

provides benefits to servicemembers and veterans who

contacting a call center agent at 1-888-GIBILL-1. Agents

were in active duty for a minimum of two years. This pro-

can be reached Monday through Friday from 7 a.m. to 6

gram offers 36 months of education benefits, and the

p.m. CST. The veterans Educational Assistance Program

benefit is paid to the participant monthly. Participants

(VEAP) offers benefits to veterans who have made con-

have ten years to use their education benefits through

tributions into a benefit fund with their pay from the mil-

this program. The Montgomery GI Bill Selected Reserve

itary. Participants may receive one to thirty-six months

(MGIB-SR) program offers education benefits to those

of education benefits. The amount of education bene-

who are currently in a six-month commitment with their

fits a person receives depends on how much they have

assigned military reserve force and are currently drilling.

contributed into their education fund. Veterans have ten

Benefit recipients can receive up to 36 months of educa-

years after leaving active duty to make use of these ben-

tion benefits to use towards obtaining a degree of higher

efits, and any benefits not used will be refunded. Veter-

education, co-op training, certification and job licensing,

ans can also request a refund on the benefits at their

or on-the-job training.

discretion. Veterans receiving benefits may qualify for an
accelerated payment program if enrolled in a high-tech

The Reserve Educational Assistance Program (REAP)

program and plan on entering a high-tech field. More in-

offers education benefits to members of the military re-

formation on this program can be found at https://www.

serves that are called to active duty in case of national

benefits.va.gov/gibill/veap.asp.

emergency or war. The Post-9/11 GI Bill has come to re-
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Veterans may need assistance transitioning to the civilian workforce and lifestyle upon leaving the
service. The United States Department of Veteran Affairs provides employment programs and services to ease the transition between active duty and entering the civilian workforce.
Employment services provided by the VA can aid veterans in on-the-job training and any necessary courses or certifications needed to advance their careers. Veterans can receive help creating or updating their resume to aid in their
job search. Veterans can even see how the skills they utilized in the military can be used in the civilian workforce. This
tool can be accessed online at https://www.vets.gov/employment/job-seekers/skills-translator. The VA provides benefits that help disabled veterans develop skills that foster success in the workplace. VA employment services such
as Vocational Rehabilitation help disabled veterans enhance their job skills and help them find civilian employment.
The Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment (VR&E) program is available to veterans who were left disabled through their service in the military. This program provides counseling and support to veterans who may have a
hard time finding employment due to their service-induced disability. Job training and employment services are available through this program to help disabled veterans advance their careers and live fulfilling lives outside the military.
Dependents of veterans may also qualify for these employment services. The Transition Assistance Program (TAP) is
another employment service that benefits the lives of servicemembers after leaving the military. TAP is a requirement
for all servicemembers that are transitioning to life as a civilian. The program is comprised of two briefings, VA Benefits I and II. These briefings are part of the VA’s Transition Goals, Plans, Success (GPS), and the program elaborates
on the benefits, services, and programs available to retiring servicemembers in a classroom setting. Family members of servicemembers can also attend the Transition GPS program to understand the benefits and programs that
may also become available to them. Vocational Rehabilitation and the Transition Assistance Program are valuable
employment services that help transitioning servicemembers adjust to life outside the military, further their civilian
careers, and understand the VA benefits available to enhance their lives and the lives of their dependents.
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Eligibility and Entitlement

can receive VR&E benefits if they are planning to leave
the service by honorable discharge and receive a written

VA employment services are a valuable resource to vet-

document from the Department of Veteran Affairs stat-

erans and their families. The Vocational Rehabilitation

ing they can apply for the program. Until December 27th

and Employment (VR&E) Program provides service-

2017, any active servicemembers that are considered to

members transitioning to civilian life and their families

have a significant illness or injury that will affect their

with the necessary resources to succeed in the work-

military service also qualify for VR&E services. Veterans

place through employment services and other VA ben-

qualify for the VR&E Program if their discharge from the

efits. Qualified veterans can receive resume help, on-

military was described as anything besides dishonorable,

the-job training and certification courses, and access

they have a disability due to their service, and a disability

to employment counseling through this program. Some

rating from the VA of at least 10%. Eligible applicants

eligibility and entitlement criteria must be met for vet-

must apply no later than twelve years after leaving the

erans and their dependents to take advantage of these

service or being given a disability rating from the VA. This

beneficial VA employment services.

period of eligibility may be longer if the Vocational Rehabilitation counselor determines that an applicant suffers

The VR&E Program offers veterans some skills assess-

from a serious disability or handicap. Details regarding

ment tests to determine available areas of employment,

eligibility requirements for servicemembers and veterans

employment counseling, job training, resume develop-

can be found at https://www.benefits.va.gov/vocrehab/

ment services, job accommodations, and rehabilitation

eligibility_and_entitlement.asp.

services to those who qualify. Certain eligibility require-

An entitlement determination is reached when a Veter-

ments must be met to qualify for VR&E program ser-

an is determined to have an employment handicap due

vices. Servicemembers that are considered active duty

to injury received through military service. A Vocational
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Rehabilitation counselor comes to this determination if

Transition Assistance Program

a Veteran’s disability prevents him or her from working
and maintaining a job. A Veteran can enroll in the VR&E

Veterans are offered a variety of programs and services

Program if they are determined to have an employment

through the VA to make the transition to civilian life

handicap within the first twelve years of leaving the

easier. Many veterans need assistance finding employ-

service and receive a 20% or greater disability due to

ment once leaving the service, and this can be difficult

service rating from the VA.

without the proper resources. The VA provides veterans
with the Transition Assistance Program (TAP) to make

Once a Veteran or Servicemember is enrolled in the

the transition to civilian life less overwhelming. TAP in-

VR&E program, they must meet with a Vocational Re-

troduces veterans to all the VA benefits, programs, and

habilitation counselor to develop a rehabilitation plan.

services available to them.

This rehabilitation plan will contain steps to gaining and
maintaining employment or independent living for the

TAP is a collaborate effort between the Department of

participant. The Vocational Rehabilitation and Employ-

Defense, Department of Veteran Affairs, and the De-

ment helps servicemembers and veterans transition to

partment of Labor. The program’s goal is to make ser-

life outside the military and become independent mem-

vicemembers and veterans aware of the benefits and

bers of society.

services available to better their lives. Servicemembers
can contact their chain of command or call the Department of Veteran Affairs directly at 1-800-827-1000
to speak to a Vocational Rehabilitation counselor and
receive more information on TAP and how to attend
the program. TAP is composed of two briefings held
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in a classroom setting. The two briefings are called VA

fers an optional two-day technical training program.

Benefits I and Benefits II, and these two briefings make

This program serves as a workshop for servicemembers

up the VA’s Transition Goals, Plans, Success (GPS). GPS

who are looking to learn about different civilian occu-

aims to help discharged servicemembers with at least

pations in their field, discuss career goals, and discuss

180 days of active service who are readjusting to life as

possible vocational training.

a civilian. Transition GPS is a requirement for all servicemembers transitioning out of the military, and the fam-

There is also a workshop available that focuses on ser-

ilies of transitioning military servicemembers are also

vicemembers that wish to start their own businesses or

encourage to attend the two Transition GPS briefings.

become entrepreneurs. The Transition Assistance Program provides servicemembers and veterans with the

The VA Benefits I briefing is four hours long and it cov-

help they need when transitioning to civilian life and

ers education services, healthcare, life insurance, home

jumpstarting a career.

loans, and the Vocational Rehabilitation Program offered by the VA. The VA Benefits II briefing is two hours
long and it covers the various healthcare programs
available to servicemembers and Veterans. VA Benefits
II also discusses disability compensation through the
VA. VA Benefits II briefing explains how to use the online benefit portal eBenefits, which can be used to access any information on VA benefits or benefit claims.
The eBenefits platform can be found at https://www.
ebenefits.va.gov/ebenefits/homepage. The VA also of-
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Adjusting to civilian life involves obtaining a job, securing a place to live, and maintaining independence in society, and the VA provides services and programs that cater to these needs.
Once out of active duty, military Servicemembers may need assistance in securing housing for themselves and their
families. The United States Department of Veteran Affairs offers several programs for veterans so they can own a home.
The VA offers a home loan guaranty benefit alongside other home loan programs, providing veterans and their families
with home-owning assistance. The VA provides different programs that can help veterans and their families repair,
retain or remodel their home as necessary. The VA guarantees to pay a part of the home loan through private lenders.
This grants Veterans with better loan terms with private lenders overall. Private lenders include mortgage companies
and banks. Information about VA home loan lenders can be found at https://www.benefits.va.gov/homeloans/lenders.
asp. The VA also provides home loan assistance to help veterans and their families avoid foreclosure. The VA works
with different loan servicers to ensure that problems between loan servicers and lenders can be resolved. The U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs provides informative videos for borrowers on their website on how to avoid foreclosure. The
VA understands that borrowers may go through financial hardships and have difficulty making mortgage payments.
Information regarding how borrowers and their families should handle late and missed mortgage payments can be
found at https://www.benefits.va.gov/HOMELOANS/resources_payments.asp. Veteran borrowers can contact the VA
Loan Guaranty Office with any questions regarding mortgages or the home loan program. The VA Loan Guaranty Office
can be reached at 1-877-827-3702. Veterans can also reach out to their local Regional Loan Center regarding any loan
inquiries. Every state is assigned to a specific Regional Loan Center, and information regarding each Regional Loan Center can be found at https://www.benefits.va.gov/HOMELOANS/contact_rlc_info.asp. There are a variety of home loans
made available to veterans and their dependents through the VA. VA home loan benefits cater to different financial and
personal situations, making the program very beneficial to the veterans and their families that wish to be home owners.
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rowers that cannot be approved for another form of

Loans Available to Veterans

financing. The Cash-Out Refinance Loan is an option

The United States Department of Veteran Affairs provides programs and services to Servicemembers, veterans and their families to benefit the lives of those who
have served in the military and their loved ones. VA
benefits include home loan programs that enable veterans and their families to become home owners. There
are different loan programs to fit the needs of a variety of financial and personal situations. Purchase loans,
Cash-Out Refinance loans, the Interest Rate Reduction
Refinance Loan (IRRRL), Native American Direct Loan
Program (NADL), and Adapted Housing Grants are
available to veterans and their families to provide housing assistance.

for Veteran homeowners that wish to use the loan for
home improvements, to pay off other debts, or to pay
for higher education expenses. This loan can also be
used to refinance another loan that is not through the
VA to obtain a better interest rate.

The Interest Rate Reduction Refinance Loan (IRRRL)
is a loan that lowers a borrower’s interest rate by refinancing their current VA home loan. Refinancing a
VA home loan can lower a borrower’s monthly mortgage payments. This VA home loan does not require
any money or payments up front, because all the costs
can be factored into the amount of the new loan. The
Native American Direct Loan (NADL) Program grants
eligible Native American veterans with the right to use

Veterans Affairs Purchase Loans

VA home loan benefits to finance a home, pay for home

The VA offers a Purchase Loan to veterans and their
families, which offers a competitive, reasonable interest
rate for a loan, which is an attractive option for bor-

improvements, or undergo construction on a home on
Federal trust land. This program has been in effect
since the year 1992.
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Veterans Affairs Housing Grants

fits to receiving a home loan through the VA. Borrowers do not have to provide a down payment. There are

Housing grants are offered to Servicemembers and vet-

no penalty fees if the borrower pays the loan off early.

erans who are disabled due to their military service. A

The VA may be able to assist a borrower that falls be-

housing grant can be used to construct a home with

hind on payments. VA Home Loans benefits and hous-

handicap-accessibility or renovate a current home to

ing assistance programs give veterans and their families

become handicap-accessible. The Specially Adapted

the assistance they need when adjusting to civilian life.

Housing (SAH) Grant allow disabled veterans to live
with assistance by creating an environment without

Eligibility Requirements

obstacles. The SAH Grant can be used to build a home
with special modifications or update a Veteran’s home

Servicemembers leaving the military may use VA benefits to

with special modifications. The Special Housing Adap-

make the transition to civilian life easier. Servicemembers,

tation (SHA) Grant allow disabled veterans to purchase

veterans, and their families can qualify for the programs and

a home or modify their current home to accommodate

services offered by the VA. The VA offers various home

their service-induced disability. The SHA Grant can be

loans and housing assistance programs to provide veterans

used to modify the disabled Veteran’s current home or

and their families help with purchasing a home. Service-

modify a home the Veteran intends to purchase.

members and their families that need financial assistance
when purchasing a home or modifying their current home

VA Home Loan benefits and Housing Grants provide

can apply for home loan benefits through the VA. Veter-

veterans and their families with the assistance they

ans must meet certain eligibility requirements to qualify for

need to become home owners. There are many bene-

home loan benefits or a housing assistance program.
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Veterans that wish to receive a Purchase Loan or Cash-

a home loan received through the VA. Veterans are

Out Refinance Loan through the VA must have accept-

not required to have a COE for this type of loan. The

able credit to receive a loan. Proof of income is required

borrower has already proven that they qualify through

to ensure that the borrower can manage the monthly

their previous home loan received through the VA.

mortgage payments. A Certificate of Eligibility (COE) is

Veterans who wish to obtain a Native American Direct

required for home loans guaranteed by the VA. A Cer-

Loan must acquire a COE. The Native American Direct

tificate of Eligibility is sent to the lender to verify that

Loan must be used to build, buy, or remodel a home on

the applicant meets the eligibility requirements for a

Federal Trust Land. Veterans must meet credit require-

home loan backed by the VA.

ments to be eligible for this loan. Veterans applying
for this loan must live in the house they intend to use

Further details regarding the Certificate of Eligibility

the loan for, and they must prove that they can afford

can be found at https://www.benefits.va.gov/HOME-

monthly mortgage payments on the home.

LOANS/purchaseco_certificate.asp.

Servicemembers

and veterans must have been discharged from the mil-

Housing Assistance Grants are available to veterans

itary in any fashion other than dishonorably to receive

who were disabled during their service. Veterans qual-

a Certificate of Eligibility. Certain service requirements

ify for the Specially Adapted Housing (SAH) Grant if

are also necessary to receive a COE, and Servicemem-

they were permanently disabled through their military

bers currently serving must have been on active duty

service. Qualifying disabilities include losing both legs

for at least 90 consecutive days to qualify. To qualify

or the ability to use both legs, losing both arms or the

for the Interest Rate Reduction Finance Loan (IRRRL),

ability to use both arms, going blind in both eyes, or se-

a borrower must be using the new loan to refinance

vere body burns. Veterans qualify for the Special Hous-
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ing Adaptation (SHA) Grant if they were permanently

specific loan before completing the application process

disabled through their military service and went blind

to receive benefits.

in both eyes, lost both hands or use of both hands, received severe burns on their body, or severe respiratory

The application process for the Purchase Loan or Cash-

problems. VA housing grants provide eligible disabled

Out Refinance Loan requires the applicant to send a

veterans with the financial assistance needed to own

Certificate of Eligibility (COE) to the loan lender. The

or update a home.

COE verifies that the borrower is eligible for the Purchase Loan or Cash-Out Refinance Loan through the

How to Apply

VA. The borrower can apply for a COE through eBenefits, the mail, or the chosen lender. An applicant’s eBen-

VA home loans and housing assistance programs pro-

efits account contains all his or her benefits information.

vide Servicemembers, veterans, and their families with

To access the COE application page, applicants can go

the needed financial help to own a home. These pro-

to https://www.ebenefits.va.gov/ebenefits/about/fea-

grams allow Veterans and their families to purchase a

ture?feature=cert-of-eligibility-home-loan. Applicants

new home. Home loan benefits can be put towards

need to register for an account to access the page.

construction or renovations on a Veteran’s current

Those with log-in credentials can simply enter their in-

home. Servicemembers, veterans, and their families

formation and complete the application form for a COE.

can receive home loan benefits or enroll in a housing

Any questions regarding applying for a COE online or

assistance program after completing the application

using the eBenefits platform can be addressed to the

process. The application process for each VA home

eBenefits Help Desk. The eBenefits Help Desk can be

loan varies. It is important to review the process for the

reached at 1-800-983-0937. The eBenefits Help Desk
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can aid applicants Monday through Friday between

lenders to determine if an applicant is eligible for a VA

the hours of 8 am to 8pm EST. Applicants can apply

home loan. Once a lender determines that an applicant

for a COE through mail by downloading the VA Form

is eligible for a VA home loan, they can approve an on-

26-1880. This form can be accessed at https://www.

line COE for the borrower. Not all applicants can be

va.gov/vaforms/form_detail.asp?FormNo=26-1880.

approved for a COE using this method. The Web LGY

Once completed, applicants can print the form and mail

system can only approve applicants that have enough

it to the VA Loan Eligibility Center. The address is PO

data in the VA system to determine eligibility. Veterans

Box 100034 Decatur, Georgia, 30031.

should contact their lenders directly to determine if this
is a viable method to receiving their COE.

A statement containing the applicant’s full name, social security number, birthdate, date he or she entered

A COE is not required when applying for an Interest

active duty, duration of any time lost from service, and

Rate Reduction Refinance Loan (IRRRL). Applicants can

the name of the commander verifying the information

use their previous COE to prove eligibility for the Inter-

is needed to apply for a COE. More information re-

est Rate Reduction Refinance Loan. Veterans applying

garding what this statement of service should contain

for the Native American Direct Loan (NADL) Program

can be found at https://www.benefits.va.gov/HOME-

must make sure the tribal organization they are part

LOANS/purchaseco_certificate.asp. The Servicemem-

of participates in the NADL program. A COE is a re-

ber or Veteran applying for the home loan can choose

quirement for this type of loan. The COE can be ob-

the lender they prefer. Applicants can apply for a COE

tained through eBenefits, mail, or the applicant’s lend-

directly through their loan lender. Lenders can access

er. The eBenefits platform can be accessed at https://

the Web LGY system. This application system allows

www.ebenefits.va.gov/ebenefits/homepage . Service-
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members and veterans can apply for Adapted Hous-

(SAH) staff member. A member of the SAH staff can be

ing Grants if they are disabled due to serving in the

reached by email or phone.

military. Veterans can apply for an SAH or SHA housing
grant by completing the necessary forms. Applicants

Applicants can email sahinfo.vbaco@va.gov with any

must complete the VA Form 26-4555. This form can be

necessary questions or by calling 1-877-827-3702.

downloaded at https://www.va.gov/vaforms/form_de-

Veterans can contact a Specially Adapted Housing staff

tail.asp?FormNo=26-4555

member to receive more information regarding the
housing assistance programs and application process.

Once completed, the form can be mailed to the applicant’s nearest Regional Loan Center. Veterans can also
apply for an Adapted Housing Grant online. Applicants
can apply online at https://www.ebenefits.va.gov/ebenefits/homepage. The application process can also be
completed by calling 1-800-827-1000. A claim form can
be mailed to the applicant. Veterans can complete the
application process by visiting their local VA Regional
Office. The nearest VA Regional Office can be found at
https://www.va.gov/directory/guide/home.asp.

Veterans that have questions regarding the application
process should speak to a Specially Adapted Housing
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LIFE INSURANCE

The Department of Veterans Affairs has several life insurance plans available for active servicemembers and veterans. These life insurance plans provide financial assistance to those who have served
in the military at very low costs. Each type of life insurance policy gives help to a different demographic of servicemember, ensuring that their individual needs are met.

Servicemembers Group Life Insurance (SGLI) and Veterans Group Life Insurance (VGLI) are general military life insurance policies. Both offer incredibly affordable premiums, and some servicemembers may be eligible to have the
monthly premium payment waived. The SGLI Traumatic Injury Protection Program (TSGLI) is typically offered automatically alongside SGLI to provide healthcare coverage in the event that the servicemember is badly injured while
on duty. SGLI coverage may also be extended if a servicemember becomes disabled due to a military related injury.
Service-Disabled Veterans Insurance (S-DVI) also covers servicemembers who have been injured, though it is only
offered to veterans. There are also insurance policies offered through the VA that directly help the families of servicemembers. Veterans Mortgage Life Insurance (VMLI), for example, provides financial assistance with paying a mortgage if the veteran dies. All of the life insurance policies available for servicemembers demonstrably exist to provide
quality coverage at competitive rates.

Each life insurance plan has different eligibility requirements, though the application process is usually very simple for
individuals who are qualified. For example, all servicemembers who qualify for SGLI are automatically enrolled, and all
SGLI beneficiaries are given TSGLI. All life insurances that require the petitioner to apply only need an application submission to determine eligibility. In the event that coverage is denied, a letter will be sent outlining what the petitioner
needs to do to become eligible, if possible.
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The costs for life insurance administered by the Department of Veteran Affairs are comparably much less expensive
than commercial insurance plans. Premiums and coverage may vary depending on the terms of the individual servicemembers’ eligibility. In some cases, servicemembers may qualify for a waiver for premium costs.

This section on veterans’ life insurance will cover:

			Types of life insurance

			Eligibility

			How to apply

			Costs and rates
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Types of Life Insurance through

Servicemembers Group Life Insurance (SGLI)

the Office of Veterans Affairs
Servicemembers Group Life Insurance, usually abbreThe Department of Veterans Affairs offer several life in-

viated to SGLI, provides life insurance to qualified ser-

surance plans to provide financial assistance to service-

vicemembers who are on active duty. SGLI has consid-

members, veterans, and their families. Each VA life insur-

erably low premiums and standard coverage amounts.

ance plan has different eligibility requirements, coverage

For each $1,000 of life insurance coverage, the premi-

and premium amounts and specialties. Within each type

um raises by 7 cents. Additionally, servicemembers

of life insurance policy, there are a variety of plans to best

receiving SGLI will have the premium waived for the

suit each servicemembers’ individual needs. Depending

first 120 days of coverage. Servicemembers who are

on the plan’s eligibility requirements and rules, certain

SGLI beneficiaries have the monthly premium deduct-

groups of veterans may be exempt for premiums, or may

ed from their pay.

qualify for a large coverage amount at little cost to them.
Enrollment is automatic for all eligible serviceThe main life insurance types provided by the VA are:

members. Servicemembers receiving SGLI through
automatic enrollment are signed up for maximum

Servicemembers Group Life Insurance (SGLI)

coverage. Active duty members may change insur-

Veterans’ Group Life Insurance (VGLI)

ance coverage as they wish by completing the Ser-

SGLI Traumatic Injury Protection

vicemembers’ Group Life Insurance Election and

Program (TSGLI)

Certificate form.

Service-Disabled Veterans Life Insurance (S-DVI)

Some servicemembers who do not qualify for full SGLI

Veterans’ Mortgage Life Insurance (VMLI)

coverage may receive part time coverage. However,
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the 120 day premium waiver does not apply for those

become discharged from service. Veterans receiving

receiving part time SGLI coverage.

VGLI benefits are covered for a lifetime, although premiums and coverage are subject to change with the

SGLI has a Disability Extension program that allows ser-

veteran’s age.

vicemembers who are disabled and unable to work to
receive free life insurance coverage for up to two years.

In most cases, servicemembers receiving Service-

The SGLI Disability Extension has specific eligibility

members Group Life Insurance will transfer to Veter-

guidelines in reference to the definition of “disabled.”

ans’ Group Life Insurance coverage after their military

Once SGLI Disability coverage has ended, the service-

service has ended. Servicemembers who apply for

member will automatically become enrolled for VGLI.

VGLI 485 days or more after their discharge will have
to send the Department of Veterans Affairs health re-

Once service with the United States military has ended,

cord proving good health. Veterans who sign up for

SGLI beneficiaries have the option to convert their SGLI

VGLI before this deadline are exempt from having to

policy to a commercial life insurance plan or a special

send health records.

life veteran life insurance called Veteran’s Group Life
Insurance. The transfer from SGLI to a commercial

Veterans do not have to continue their life insurance

insurance company must occur within 120 days after

policy with VGLI. A transfer to a commercial life in-

SGLI coverage has ended.

surance plan may occur at any time however, veterans may not be entitled to discounted premium rates

Veterans’ Group Life Insurance (VGLI)

through commercial insurance companies. For more

Veteran’s Group Life Insurance is essentially an ex-

information on how to switch to a commercial plan

tension of SGLI benefits after the servicemember has

and a list of insurance companies that allow veteran
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life insurance conversion, review the How to Convert

for TSGLI are typically no more than $1 for active ser-

Your Coverage to an Individual Policy online pamphlet.

vicemembers, providing them coverage in a health
crisis at an affordable price. Servicemembers seek-

In terms of coverage, the maximum amount of VGLI

ing health coverage through TSGLI after an accident

coverage available will be equal to the amount of cov-

should view the scheduled loss table to see how much

erage the veteran had while on SGLI. Beneficiaries may

healthcare coverage they will receive for their injuries,

opt for a lesser coverage plan if desired. Veterans re-

if the injuries are covered.

ceiving VGLI also have the option of increasing coverage by $25,000 every five years until a maximum of

Service-Disabled Veterans Insurance (S-DVI)

$400,000 is reached. Veterans may only increase VGLI
coverage up until age 60.

Service-Disabled Veterans Insurance, or S-DVI, provides financial assistance to veterans who have dis-

SGLI Traumatic Injury Protection Program

abilities related to service. This insurance type was

(TSGLI)

created in 1951 to ensure that all United States veterans who are unable to work due to military injuries

The SGLI Traumatic Injury Protection Program is

have financial assistance with health costs. Policies

closely associated with SGLI and ensures that all ser-

are available in terms or for a lifetime with a maximum

vicemembers and veterans are able to receive health-

immediate coverage amount of $10,000.

care in the event of a severe injury. TSGLI covers the

Premium amounts vary depending on coverage,

treatment of injuries received both on and off duty.

though eligible veterans may waive these costs. To

TSGLI coverage is usually given automatically to ser-

meet the requirements for waiving S-DVI premiums,

vicemembers who receive full time SGLI. Premiums

the veteran must be considered totally disabled. Veter-
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ans opting for Supplemental S-DVI coverage qualify for

Service members Group Life Insurance

an additional $30,000 of coverage, though the premi-

(SGLI) Eligibility

um waiver cannot be used for supplemental coverage.
Service members Group Life Insurance, often abbreviVeterans Mortgage Life Insurance (VMLI)

ated to SGLI, is a type of life insurance offered to United
States veterans at a low price.

In the event that an active servicemember or veteran

Automatic enrollment for SGLI is available for all service

dies, Veterans Mortgage Life Insurance ensures that

members who are:

the veteran’s family will have financial assistance in

Currently enlisted as a United States Coast

regards to paying a mortgage. This type of veterans

Guard, Marines, Army, or Navy

insurance is only offered to veterans and servicemem-

Employed in a U.S. military academy as

bers who have been offered a Specially Adapted Hous-

a midshipman or cadet

ing grants to build, buy or remodel a home.

A training member of the Reserve Officers

VMLI provides as much coverage as the family needs

Training Corps (ROTC)

to pay off the remaining mortgage balance, with a

Enlisted in the National Guard or Ready Reserve

maximum coverage amount of $200,000. The time-

and receiving training for no less than

line for coverage is not necessarily set in stone, but

12 periods each year

will be reduced as the mortgage balance is being paid

Volunteers in the Individual Ready Reserve

off. VMLI payments are issued to the mortgage loan

in the mobilization department

lender only. Premium amounts vary depending on cov-

Members of either the U.S. Public Health

erage amount. Use the VMLI Premium Calculator for a

Service or the National Oceanic

premium estimate.

and Atmospheric Administration
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A service member enlisted in the Ready Reserve or Na-

No function of both eyes

tional Guard may be eligible for SGLI coverage given

No function of one hand and one foot

that he or she is drilling for points instead of pay, and are

No function of one hand and one eyes

confirmed to complete no less than 12 inactive periods

Loss of speech

of training each year. Members of the National Guard

Complete loss of hearing in both ears

and Ready Reserve are subject to the same premium

Any other military related disability that prevents

pricing as paid service members.

employment

Veterans who are disabled after military service has

SGLI Traumatic Injury Program (TSGLI)

ended may qualify for a SGLI Disability Extension, which
allows free SGLI coverage for up to two years. To apply

All service members participating in the SGLI program

for this extension, please complete and submit the SGLI

full time are automatically enrolled for the SGLI Trau-

8715 Application for the Service members Group Life

matic Injury Program. This insurance program provides

Insurance Disability Extension. Once the SGLI Disability

health care for service members to treat mental or

Extension has ended, the service member will become

physical trauma. Injuries do not have to be received

qualified to receive VGLI, Veterans Group Life Insurance.

while on duty to be treated using TSGLI.

To be eligible for the SGLI Disability Extension, the ser-

To qualify for TSGLI benefits, a service member meet

vice member must meet at least one of the following

all of the following criteria:

criteria:
No function of both hands

The injury must be inflicted before the service

No function of both feet

member is discharged from the U.S. military
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The service member must be a beneficiary

are not qualified for VGLI unless they received a debil-

of SGLI

itating injury or disability while on duty.

At least seven days but no more than two years

Service-Disabled Veterans

have passed since the injury has been inflicted

Insurance (S-DVI)

(Service members and veterans who have
suffered injuries during the timeframe from

Service-Disabled Veterans Insurance covers health

October 7, 2001 until November 30, 2005.

expenses for veterans who have received debilitating injuries while on duty. There are specific eligibility

The service member must have an injury

terms to qualify for this policy. Not all veterans who

recognized by TSGLI

have become disabled as a result of military service
are entitled to S-DVI coverage, even if the disability

Veterans Group Life Insurance (VGLI)

prevents the veteran from being employed full time.

Veterans Group Life Insurance provides coverage for

United States veterans may qualify for S-DVI if all of the

service members who are no longer actively on duty.

following eligibility requirements are met:

All veterans that have previously benefitted from SGLI

The veteran was honorably discharged from

are qualified to receive VGLI so long as the veteran

duty after April 25, 1951

completes an application to switch over to VGLI cov-

The Department of Veterans Affairs formally

erage within 1 year and 120 days of being discharged.

acknkowledges that the veteran’s injury

A dishonorable discharge is grounds for VGLI denial.

occurred on duty

Veterans who were receiving part time SGLI coverage
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The S-DVI application is submitted and

Specially Adapted Housing has provided a grant

processed within 2 years from the date that

to remodel, build, or buy a home

Veterans Affairs recognize the veteran’s
disability as a service-related injury

How to Apply for Veterans Affairs

Besides the service-related disability, the

Life Insurance

veteran is healthy
In most cases, applying for different veteran life insur-

Veterans’ Mortgage Life Insurance (VMLI)

ance policies is as simple as filling out a form. Some
insurance policies even enroll eligible veterans and ac-

Veterans’ Mortgage Life Insurance is a special policy

tive servicemembers automatically, without any inter-

that insures the mortgages of disabled veterans and

vention needed from the policyholder. On this page, all

service members on active duty. If the veteran dies,

the forms and resources needed to apply for life insur-

VMLI will send payments to the family to assist with the

ance through the Department of Veterans Affairs may

mortgage.

be found.

Service members and veterans may qualify for VMLI if:

How to Apply for Servicemembers Group Life

The disability is severe and has been recognized

Insurance (SGLI)

by the Department of Veterans Affairs as
a service-related injury

SGLI enrollment occurs automatically for all qualified

The application has been completed before

servicemembers. Servicemembers receiving SGLI

their 70th birthday

through automatic enrollment will be covered at the

They own the title to a mortgaged house

coverage maximum. Beneficiaries who want to add de-
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pendents, edit coverage amount, or reject SGLI cover-

being discharged will not need to submit health records.

age may do so by completing the SGLV 8286, Service-

Applicants who miss this deadline may need to answer

members Group Life Insurance Election and Certificate

questions about health before receiving coverage.

form.
The application for VGLI may be completed online or
Veterans who are completely disabled due to a military

by submitting the SGLV 8714, Application for Veterans

service-related injury may qualify for receiving the SGLI

Group Life Insurance form.

Disability Extension. The SGLI Disability Extension allows
extended SGLI coverage for up to two years after the

How to Apply for the SGLI Traumatic Injury

veteran has been discharged. Although SGLI is usually

Protection Program (TSGLI)

subject to monthly premiums, veterans receiving benefits through the SGLI Disability Extension are waived

All full time servicemembers receiving SGLI are auto-

from the SGLI premiums. To apply for the SGLI Disability

matically enrolled in TSGLI. In most cases, there is no

Extension, fill out the SGLV 8715, Application for the Ser-

need to complete a TSGLI application.

vicemembers Group Life Insurance Disability Extension.
How to Apply for Veterans Group Life Insurance (VGLI)

Individuals who are in the army reserve, the National

Once a servicemember’s military service has ended,

Guard or are in charge of funeral honors may also qual-

Servicemembers Group Life Insurance coverage will

ify for TSGLI. Applicants must also be receiving SGLI to

end. Although SGLI enrollment occurs automatically

be eligible for TSGLI. To apply, complete the SGLV 8600,

for eligible servicemembers, veterans are responsible

Application for TSGLI Benefits form.

for applying for VGLI within 485 days of military sepa-

How to Apply for Service-Disabled Veterans

ration. Veterans who apply for VGLI within 120 days of
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Insurance (S-DVI)

To apply for Supplemental S-DVI, complete the VA Form
29-0188, Application for Service-Disabled Veterans In-

Veterans with disabilities recognized by the Department

surance. Alternatively, the applicant may mail a letter to

of Veterans Affairs may qualify for S-DVI to assist with

the Department of Veterans Affairs requesting Supple-

healthcare and life insurance costs. To receive S-DVI ben-

mental S-DVI coverage. The letter may be mailed to the

efits, the application must be submitted and processed

closest Veterans Benefits office, which may be found

within two years of the veteran’s discharge date. The

using Veterans Benefits office finder.

S-SVI application may be completed online or by filling
out VA Form 29-4364, Application for Service-Disabled

How to Apply for Veterans Mortgage Life

Veterans Insurance.

Insurance (VMLI)

The S-DVI application includes questions that may af-

Veterans interested in insuring their mortgage with

fect the applicant’s benefits. If the veteran demonstrates

VMLI must first apply for Veterans Group Life Insurance

on the application that he or she is completely disabled,

(VGLI) and be awarded a Specially Adapted Housing

monthly S-DVI premiums may be waived. Veterans who

grant. On the VGLI application, petitioners are required

have been approved for a premium waiver may receive

to answer questions about their homes. Qualified appli-

an additional $30,000 of coverage if the application is

cants will be interviewed to determine if they are eligible

submitted one year after the waiver is approved. This

for the Specially Adapted Housing (SAH) grant. If the in-

coverage is called Supplemental S-DVI. Once a veteran

terviewer deems the veteran as a worthy candidate of

applies for S-DVI, the premium waiver is forfeited. How-

the SAH grant, the veteran becomes eligible for VMLI.

ever, veterans who apply right after receiving notice of the
approved waiver will receive S-DVI at no cost to them.
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Eligible veterans interested in VMLI coverage may apply

qualify for full coverage may be eligible for part time

by filling out the VA Form 29-8636, Application for Vet-

coverage. Servicemembers who have earned full cov-

erans Mortgage Life Insurance.

erage may change the terms of their coverage. Such individuals may add dependents or beneficiaries, request

Costs and Rates of Veterans Affairs Life

less coverage, or refuse SGLI. To edit coverage, fill out

Insurance Policies

the Servicemembers Group Life Insurance Election and
Certificate form and send it to the nearest Personnel of-

Servicemembers Group Life Insurance (SGLI)

fice. Office locations may be found using the Regional

Costs

Benefits office finder.

Servicemembers Group Life Insurance, or SGLI, is a spe-

Once eligibility is established, servicemembers who are

cial type of life insurance policy that only covers United

fully covered will receive free coverage for 120 days. If a

States servicemembers. Individuals who have served in

servicemember is disabled after his or her military ser-

the United States military are given affordable monthly

vice has ended, he or she may qualify for two years of

premiums through SGLI that are subtracted from the

free coverage through the Servicemembers Group Life

base pay. For every $1,000 of coverage, beneficiaries

Insurance Disability Extension. Members who are par-

are only responsible for paying seven cents toward the

tially covered may still receive benefits, but are not qual-

premium.

ified to receive the 120 days of free coverage.

Servicemembers are automatically enrolled for full
coverage, though all eligible members have the option
of changing their coverage. Reserve members do not
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Coverage amounts and premium
rates for SGLI are as follows:

Coverage amount: $50,000;
		

Coverage amount: $250,000;

Monthly premium: $4.50

Coverage amount: $100,000;
		

Monthly premium: $8

Monthly premium: $11.50

Coverage amount: $200,000;
		

Monthly premium: $15

Monthly premium: $18.50

Coverage amount: $300,000;
		

Coverage amount: $150,000;
		

		

Monthly premium: $22

Coverage amount: $350,000;
		

Monthly premium: $25.50

Coverage amount: $400,000;
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Veterans Group Life Insurance (VGLI) Costs

SGLI Traumatic Injury Protection Program
(TSGLI) Costs

VGLI, or Veterans Group Life Insurance, is essentially an
extension of SGLI once servicemembers are discharged

Most active duty military members and veterans receive

from the United States military. However, VGLI premiums

the SGLI Traumatic Injury Protection Program automat-

and coverage are determined differently than SGLI. With

ically with their SGLI or VGLI coverage. TSGLI coverage

VGLI, monthly premiums are determined by age group and

helps pay health expenses for servicemembers who

amount of insurance coverage.

have been badly injured, whether on or off duty.

Once a veteran’s military service is over, he or she may

The majority of servicemembers receive TSGLI cover-

choose the amount of VGLI coverage needed and pay the

age for just $1. For information on TSGLI claim pay-

corresponding premium amount. Every five years, veter-

ments for VA-approved injuries, please view the TSGLI

ans have the option of increasing the coverage amount by

Loss Standards chart.

$25,000 until age 60 or the maximum coverage of $400,000
has been reached. VGLI is available to all veterans for a life-

Service-Disabled Veterans Insurance (S-DVI) Costs

time, as long as monthly premiums are paid.

Veterans with injuries or disabilities from military service may receive financial assistance with healthcare

Monthly premium rates for each coverage amount and age

costs through S-DVI.

group may be found using the VGLI Monthly Premium Rate
chart.

In most cases, the maximum policy amount for S-DVI
is $10,000. Premium rates vary depending on the coverage needed, as S-DVI offers many different plans for a
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variety of needs. The 2010 Veterans’ Benefits Act grants

not the homeowner. VMLI does not provide loans, and

veterans who are considered by the VA to be totally dis-

benefits cannot be used for any other purpose than to

abled an insurance policy of up to $30,000 as well as

pay a mortgage.

a waived monthly premium. For more information on
S-DVI plans, premiums, and coverage, please review the

Premium rates for VMLI vary depending on amount

Service-Disabled Veterans Insurance RH Information

of coverage needed, loan duration, mortgage balance,

and Premium Rates pamphlet.

and the veteran’s age. To receive an estimate for the
monthly premium payment amount for Veterans’

Veterans’ Mortgage Life Insurance (VMLI)

Mortgage Life Insurance, use the VMLI Premium Cal-

Costs

culator.

VMLI provides mortgage payment assistance to the
family members of veterans who have died. The veteran does not need to have died while on duty for VMLI
benefits to be obtained.

Veterans’ Mortgage Life Insurance provides a coverage amount that is equal to the outstanding mortgage
balance. The maximum coverage limit is $200,000.
VMLI monthly payment amounts decrease over time
as the mortgage is being paid off. The financial benefits received are payable to the mortgage lender only,
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The Department of Veterans Affairs grants pensions to eligible veterans. The two major pension
plans offered by the VA are Veterans Pension and Survivor’s Pension. Both pensions provide monthly
payments to covered veterans to assist with living and healthcare costs. Veterans with exceptional
healthcare needs may qualify for additional coverage. Both pensions generally only cover veterans
who demonstrate a financial need or are over 65 years of age. However, both pension plans have their
own eligibility requirements.
Generally, to be eligible for a military pension

application and sending it to a Pension Management

the veteran must:

Center in person or by mail. Pension Management
Center locations may be found using the PMC locator

Have served the United States military during

tool.

a war time period for at least 90 days
Not have been dishonorably discharged

Survivors Pension, also known as a Death Pension,

Have an annual income that is less than

provides monthly payments to the family members of

the amount approved by Congress

a deceased veteran. This pension program is meant to
protect the livelihood of the families of those who have

Veterans Pension is offered to low income veterans

served in the military. However, not all family mem-

who are disabled or over the age of 65. Beneficiaries

bers are qualified to benefit from a Survivors Pension.

are entitled to monthly pension payments for a life-

The veteran’s first spouse and dependent children are

time. The monthly payment amount varies depending

generally the sole beneficiaries. The eligibility require-

primarily on income. Veterans interested in applying

ments for Survivors Pension are generally less strict

for a Veterans Pension may do so by completing an

than that of a Veterans Pension. Survivors Pension is
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available to veterans who have a low income and have

able through the VA are not subject to income taxes.

served at least 90 days during a period of war. The Sur-

Benefits are sent monthly and certain veterans may be

vivors Pension application may be submitted to a PMC

eligible to receive additional benefits.

by mail or in person.

What is Veterans Pension?
Veterans who are severely disabled may qualify for additional monthly payments through the Housebound

Veterans with low incomes may qualify for Veterans

and Aid & Assistance Programs. These programs are

Pension. Veterans Pension is a pension program of-

reserved for veterans who are homebound due to dis-

fered by the VA to ensure that veterans who need fi-

ability, receiving occupational therapy, having limited

nancial assistance are able to get the help they need.

mobility or being bedridden. Veterans who wish to par-

In most cases, eligible veterans will be disabled or over

ticipate in the Housebound or Aid & Assistance Pro-

65 years of age and have served at least three months

grams may write a letter stating the intent, as well as

during a period of war. Beneficiaries of Veterans Pen-

medical documentation of the disability.

sion will receive monthly payments to supplement
their income, if any.

Veterans Affairs Pension Programs
Costs of Veterans Pension
The Department of Veterans Affairs has two main pension programs available for veterans. These programs

Monthly benefits will vary between veterans, as bene-

were put in place by Congress to ensure that all veter-

fit amounts are calculated using personal information.

ans with a financial need will be supported after their

The information used to determine benefits include

military service has ended. Pension programs avail-

income, net worth, number of dependents, presence
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of a spouse, military status of a spouse and period of

members are entitled to the Survivors Pension pay-

time served. After this information is received, benefits

ments. Generally, only the veteran’s first spouse and

are determined by calculating the difference between

dependent children are eligible to be paid Survivors

the annual pension limit and the veteran’s countable

Pension.

income.

Costs for Survivors Pension
The annual pension limit is an amount dictated by
Congress that sets the maximum benefits for a mil-

Survivor’s Pension is paid out to qualified veterans in

itary pension petitioner. This figure is not static, as it

monthly installments. The amount paid per month

depends on a variety of factors. To calculate the annu-

varies depending on if the veteran is married, has de-

al pension limit, view the Maximum Annual Veterans

pendents, has other immediate family members who

Pension Rate table.

are veterans, as well as many other factors. However,
it is still possible to calculate an estimate of annual

What is Survivors Pension?

benefits.

Survivors Pension, also known as Death Pension, al-

To calculate an estimated figure for Survivors Pension,

lows veterans to continue to provide for their families

the veteran must know his or her annual pension limit

even after death. This pension plan is available to most

and income. Survivors Pension benefits are then de-

low-income veterans who have served during war-

termined by subtracting the annual pension limit from

times. A veterans with high income or net worth may

the veteran’s income. The total of this calculation rep-

not qualify for Survivors Pension.

resents the annual pension benefit, which will be paid

After an insured veteran’s death, only certain family

to the veteran in installments each month.
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For eligibility purposes, all “countable” income is tak-

sion program or the Aid & Attendance program (A&A).

en into consideration when determining pension rates.

Both programs provide supplemental benefits for both

Countable income includes income from work or busi-

Veterans Pension and Survivors Pension beneficiaries

ness ventures, payments from annuities, and all other

to ensure that medical care for chronic disabilities is

monthly benefits received. In some cases, it may be

covered.

necessary to report net worth.
Housebound pension benefits are awarded to veterans
The annual pension limit, or Maximum Annual Pension

who are unable to leave their homes freely because of

Rate (MAPR), is a figure set by Congress that deter-

limited mobility or a medical condition. Veterans inter-

mines the maximum pension benefit amount received

ested in receiving supplemental Housebound benefits

each year. The annual pension limit may differ among

need to provide medical documentation stating the na-

veterans, as it takes into account dependents, other

ture of the illness.

benefits received, and several other criteria. Review
the updated Maximum Annual Survivors Pension Rate

Aid & Attendance also increases the pension benefit

table to get an estimate of the annual pension limit.

amount for qualified veterans. However, to qualify for
A&A, a veteran must be one of the following:

Benefits for Homebound, Bedridden
and Disabled Veterans

Bedridden for most of the day due to severe,
documented disability

Veterans receiving occupational therapy or are bound

Receiving occupational therapy or assistance

to their homes due to a disability may qualify for addi-

from another individual to complete daily

tional pension benefits through the Housebound Pen-

tasks
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that the veteran otherwise would not be able

Before any veteran is awarded a pension, income

to do on his or her own

must be verified to ensure that the veteran’s income

Living in a nursing home

does not exceed the annual pension limit. The annual

Limited in eyesight; both eyes must have a

pension limit is not one static figure, but instead, an

corrected vision of 5/200 or worse, or a visual

amount determined by other factors. For example, the

field reduced by at least 5 degrees

presence of dependents, a spouse or either who have
served in the military, affects the annual pension limit.

VA Pension Eligibility Requirements

Survivors Pension and Veterans Pension have different standards in reference to the annual income limit.

The Department of Veterans Affairs has two major

Pension income limits are specified in both pension

pension plans created for veterans. These pension

eligibility sections.

programs are meant to protect the livelihood of veterans and their families. Before benefits are given, the

In any case, for a veteran to qualify for a Veterans Pen-

veteran must qualify for a pension plan, as not all vet-

sion, it is mandatory that he or she serve during a war-

erans are eligible for a VA pension.

time period. The veteran must have been on duty and
on location. A wartime period is generally defined as

Veterans Pension is offered to elderly or disabled veter-

any period in which the United States is engaged in a

ans who demonstrate a financial need. Survivors Pension

war.

is awarded to the veteran’s family member if the veteran
dies. The veteran’s cause of death does not need to be related to military service. In either case, eligibility for a military pension is contingent upon a need for assistance.
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Specific dates for all wartime periods
are as follows:

MEXICAN BORDER WAR
(May 9, 1916 - Apr 5, 1917)

KOREAN WAR
(June 27, 1950 - Jan 31, 1955)

WORLD WAR I
(Apr 6, 1917 - Nov 11, 1918)

VIETNAM WAR
(Feb 28, 1961 - May 7, 1975)

WORLD WAR II
(Dec 7, 1941 - Dec 31, 1946)

GULF WAR
(Aug 2, 1990 – Feb 28, 1991)
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Eligibility for Survivors Pension

Once Survivors Pension is activated, it is important to
understand that not all family members qualify to di-

Survivors Pension is pension plan available to eligi-

rectly receive benefits. Survivors Pension beneficiaries

ble veterans to provide financial assistance to family

may only be:

members in the event the veteran dies. This pension
provides untaxed monthly payments specifically to the

The first spouse of a veteran

surviving spouses and children of deceased veterans.

Children of veterans under the age of 18 OR

Before applying, veterans should be sure that they are

under the age of 23 if attending a school

eligible for Survivors Pension. The Survivors Pension

approved by the Department of Veterans

program requires veterans to meet the following qual-

Affairs

ifications:

Children of veterans who are permanently

Was not dishonorably discharged

disabled from a condition or incident that

Have an income less than the annual

occurred before the age of 18

Survivors Pension limit
Veterans born on or before September 7, 1980

Eligibility for Veterans Pension

must have been on active duty for at least
90 days, including at least one day during

Veterans Pension is a pension program that is not sub-

a wartime period

ject to taxation. This program is reserved for veterans

Veterans born after September 7, 1980 must

who have completed their service with United States mil-

have served for no less than 24 months OR the

itary to ensure that their financial situation remains sta-

full duty period, both requiring at least one day

ble after discharge. This tax free pension is also a small

during a wartime period

reward for serving the United States and its people.
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To begin qualifying for Veterans Pension, a veteran

ditionally meet at least one of the following qualifica-

must meet all of the following eligibility requirements:

tions:
Must be completely and permanently disabled

Be at least 65 years of age

Must be residing in a nursing home

Have an income less than the annual Veterans

Must be receiving Supplemental Security

Pension limit

Income (SSI) OR Social Security Disability

Veterans born on or before September 7, 1980

Insurance

must have been on active duty for at least

Veterans who are homebound or depend on a nurse or

90 days, including at least one day during

other trusted person to execute everyday tasks may be

a wartime period

eligible to receive an additional pension payment. This

Veterans born after September 7, 1980 must

additional payment is called Aid & Attendance, and is

have served for no less than 24 months OR

granted specifically to veterans who have a nurse or

the full duty period, both requiring at least one

other assistant, are bedridden from disability or have

day during a wartime period

vision that is 5/200 or worse.

Once adequate military service has been demonstrat-

How to Apply for A Veteran’s Pension

ed, all veterans interested in receiving a pension must
meet additional eligibility requirements. Veterans Pen-

Unlike some other veteran benefits offered through

sion is not offered to all veterans, even if they have

the Department of Veterans Affairs, veterans are

served during wartime.

not automatically entitled to military pension benefits. Veterans interested in receiving a pension must

To be eligible for Veterans Pension, veterans must ad-

complete an application for review. Not all service
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members who have served for the United States mili-

How to Apply for a Veterans Pension

tary are eligible for a pension through the VA. There is
no cost to submit an application for a military pension.

Service members interested in applying for a Veterans Pension are required to submit their applications

Military pension applications may ask many ques-

by mail or in person. Currently, the Veterans Pension

tions that require the veteran to refer to personal

application cannot be completed online. Be sure to re-

documents. A VA pension application will ask ques-

view information about eligibility requirements before

tions pertaining to:

applying to ensure that the petitioner is qualified to receive benefits.

Identity and contact information

To apply for a Veterans Pension, petitioners need to

Marital status

fill out the VA Form 21-527EZ Application for Pension.

Military service information

This application may be found online or at a Depart-

Disabilities or illnesses, if applicable

ment of Veterans Affairs office. Once the application

Dependents

is completed, it may be mailed to the VA Pension Man-

Work history

agement Center. There is a VA Pension Management

All sources of income

Center in every state. The nearest office may be found

Medical expenses, if applicable

using the PMC Finder tool. Alternatively, the applica-

Direct deposit information

tion for Veterans Pension may be turned in physically
at a VA office. Find out where the closest VA office is
using the VA office locator.
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How to Apply for a Survivors Pension

tion may be submitted in person at a VA office. Use the
VA facility locator to find the closest office.

Applying for a Survivors Pension may be done in person or by mail. The Department of Veterans Affairs

How to Apply for Housebound

presently does not have an online application for elec-

and Aid & Attendance Benefits

tronic submission. Because Survivors Pension benefits are activated when the veteran dies, it is essential

Veterans who qualify for Housebound or Aid & At-

that veterans apply as soon as possible so that in the

tendance benefits may receive larger pension pay-

event of their death, their families remain supported

ments. Veterans need to be aware of their qualifi-

financially. Be sure to review eligibility requirements

cations because the eligibility requirements for

before applying, because not all veterans or family

Housebound and A&A are considerably stricter than

members qualify for Survivors Pension benefits.

other pension plans.

The VA Form 21-534EZ Application for DIC, Death Pen-

There is no application form for these programs. In-

sion, and/or Accrued Benefits may be found on the

stead, the applicant must write a letter to the Pension

Department of Veterans Affairs official website in PDF

Management Center to request benefits. With the let-

form. Applicants who prefer a hard copy may either

ter, the applicant must include a physician’s report de-

print the form or pick up a hard copy at a VA office.

tailing the nature of the applicant’s disability, illness, or

Upon completion, the application may be sent to a

mobility issues. Applicants may also visit a VA office

Pension Management Center by mail. To find the mail-

to file the claim.

ing address of the PMC office of the applicants state,
please use the PMC locator. Alternatively, the applica-
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What to Do If an Application Is Denied?

why he or she believes that the application was incorrectly denied.

After a Veterans or Death Pension is processed, the
petitioner will receive a letter stating whether the appli-

Additionally, documents that provide evidence that the

cation has been accepted or denied. If the petitioner is

application was denied wrongfully should be included.

approved for a military pension, the letter will include

Any evidence that is identical to any information on

information about coverage and costs.

the military pension application will not be reviewed.
For example, if an appeal petitioner is denied benefits

If an application for a pension through the Department

because the income exceeds the maximum eligibility

of Veterans Affairs is not approved, the petitioner’s de-

amount, he or she cannot send income information

nial letter will outline the appeal process. Petitioners

that was already stated on the application. The peti-

are not obligated to appeal the application, but still

tioner may also opt for a personal hearing as an alter-

retain the right to do so if the petitioner believes the

native. Personal hearings occur at a scheduled date

application was wrongfully denied.

and time at a VA office. Hearings give the petitioner an
opportunity to provide witnesses and hire an attorney,

How to Appeal a Decision

if he or she wishes. Petitioners may also choose to be
represented by a VA representative at no cost. Peti-

Petitioners who wish to appeal the VA application

tioners may use the list of veteran’s organizations to

decision may do so by sending back a letter stating

choose a local representative. Appeal petitioners may

the intent to appeal. This letter is called the Notice of

request a personal hearing by stating so on the Notice

Disagreement. In the Notice of Disagreement, the peti-

of Disagreement. Personal hearings are not mandato-

tioner must state the claim in question and the reason

ry for appeals.
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The surviving spouses and dependents of service members who were killed or seriously injured while serving their
country are eligible for a wealth of benefits. The United States Department of Veterans Affairs offers several types of
benefits for these spouses and dependents at no or low cost, to help these individuals get back on their feet emotionally, financially and mentally after this hard time. These family members have supported and assisted their service
member loved ones throughout their service to the country, and, in turn, are eligible for benefits and assistance from
the government to help them rebuild or maintain their lifestyles. The spouses and dependents of service members
who have been seriously injured or have died may be eligible for benefits including, but not limited to:

Employment assistance.
Educations and skills training.
Healthcare.
Home loan or housing assistance.
Life insurance.
Pension or other compensation.
Financial and planning help for memorials and burials.

These benefits provided by the Department of Veteran Affairs are put in place to assist survivors, spouses or dependents
of service members to advance in their careers, to purchase family homes, and to receive medical treatments without
financial strains or stressors. A list of the benefits available to surviving family members is available on the Veterans Affairs website. Healthcare assistance is crucial for many service members’ families because this coverage allows them
to keep their loved ones healthy and thriving after an untimely injury or the passing of their important family member.
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For those surviving spouses or dependents of a fallen service member, taking on the role of sole caregiver and
provider for the family can be a shock. The programs and benefits offered by the Veterans Affairs department
include education and training to assist these family members with career advancement. Teaching crucial skills
and educating these surviving family members creates more valuable job opportunities for them, which results in
a higher incomes and better financial security for these family units.

Two of the most important concerns many surviving family members stress about after the loss or injury of a
service member is purchasing a home or being able to stay in which they are currently residing. Loan and housing
assistance benefits from the Department of Veteran Affairs are vital in order to help these families stay in comfortable living situations, or to improve their family homes so they are adequately accommodated, but can still stay
financially stable.

The parent, spouse or child of a veteran can apply for assistance via several helpful programs offered by the
Department of Veteran Affairs. These benefits, training programs and assistance methods are designed to help
supportive family members live a comfortable life while providing for dependents after the tragic injury or loss of
a family member who admirably served the country.
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Veterans Benefits for Spouses,

Home loans

Dependents and Survivors

Life insurance and Family Servicemembers’

Benefits and assistance offered by the United States

Group Life Insurance

Department of Veteran Affairs extends to the spouses,
the dependents and the survivors of service members

Memorial benefits

who were injured or who died while serving the coun-

Survivors’ Pension and Additional Pension

try. These loved ones offered family care and moral

Allowance

support while their loved ones were proudly servicing
their country. Therefore, the department provides help

Dependency and Indemnity Compensation

to these individuals in the form of government-run programs to keep them financially and emotionally stable,

The Dependency and Indemnity Compensation (DIC)

while continuing to be able to care for their families.

program is designed to assist family members who

To learn more about the assistance provided by the

are responsible for solely providing financially for their

Department of Veteran Affairs for survivors and family

families now that they have lost a spouse or a provid-

members, review the sections below, which include:

er who was a service member. If this service member
was killed in the line of duty, or disabled due to inju-

Dependency and Indemnity Compensation

ry while serving, the dependents, the children or the

Education and training

spouses of these service members may be eligible for

Employment services

the DIC program.

Health care

The program offers a monthly compensation to these
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family members to assist with expenses for the home

Transfer Post-9/11 GI Bill to Spouse and

and care of loved ones. Parents of service members

Dependents

may also be able to obtain compensation benefits

Survivors’ and Dependents’ Educational

through the Department of Veteran Affairs with a

Assistance

program called the Parents’ DIC, if the proper requirements are met. More information on the Parents’ DIC

Educational assistance programs such as these can

can be found on the VA website.

offer financial help with the cost of tuition, books,
housing while in school and required supplies. The

Education and Training

benefits offered through these programs and others
like them can assist a survivor, a spouse or a child of a

Education and training are vital for family members

service member to earn a college degree, a vocational

who must now support the household due to the loss

school degree or to simply obtain on-the-job training

or severe injury of a spouse or a provider who was a

and apprenticeships.

service member. With the burden of more household
responsibility, career advancement and financial in-

Employment Services

dependence become paramount to success. The Department of Veteran Affairs offers many educational

To ensure the financial stability of a surviving family

programs focused on career advancement and the

member, the Department of Veteran Affairs focuses

mastering of useful skills. These programs include:

on employment assistance and services. Those family

The Marine Gunnery Sergeant John David

members devoting their time to caring for a disabled

Fry Scholarship

veteran may also apply for employment assistance,
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if needed. The Vocational Rehabilitation and Employ-

Home Loans

ment program offers coaching for career choices to
help attendees discover job opportunities that match

Refinancing an existing mortgage, obtaining a new

their interests and their skills. There are also personal

home loan for a purchase or procuring a home im-

career counselors available so caregivers and spous-

provement loan are important transactions for the

es can receive professional assistance in developing a

security and stability of a family. There are several as-

plan for career fulfillment.

sistance programs available to surviving spouses and
caregivers of service members through the Depart-

Health Care

ment of Veterans Affairs. These programs include:

One of the most important contributors to financial

Assistance with purchase loans.

stability is affordable healthcare for the families of lost

Home loans that include a cash-out refinance.

or injured service members. There are several health

Refinance loans with an interest rate reduction.

care programs offered to survivors and caregivers
of veterans to assist with the costs of healthcare for

These loan programs offered through the VA can be

them and their family members. The health-based pro-

used by approved family members to buy new homes,

grams work to financially assist with medical costs,

withdraw cash from their current home investments or

health supplies, medications and medical office visits

to lower their current mortgage payments. Find more

for these families. Some health care programs offered

detailed information via the Department of Veterans

can allow these surviving members to receive free

Affairs website on home loan programs.

healthcare and/or prescription drugs.
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Life insurance and Family Servicemembers’

viving spouses and dependents may seek assistance

Group Life Insurance

to have their beloved veterans buried at one of these
local cemeteries, with honors. A spouse or a depen-

Upon the loss of a service member, a spouse has up to

dent may also arrange for his or her burial alongside

120 days to transfer the previous Family Servicemem-

the veteran in one of these cemeteries. The memorial

bers’ Group Life Insurance policy (FSGLI) to a private

benefits offered by the Department of Veteran Affairs

life insurance company in his or her own name. As a

may include:

listed beneficiary in this program, upon the passing of
a service member, the spouse can also obtain assis-

Burial close to the veteran for spouses and

tance from the VA for will preparation and financial

eligible relatives.

counseling. These financial professionals can assist

A full name, date of birth and date of death

spouses in planning the most advantageous ways to

inscription on the veteran’s headstone.

use the tax-fee monetary death benefit they have re-

A lifetime of maintenance and upkeep from

ceived from the life insurance policy. More information

the cemetery and for the veteran’s headstone.

on the FSGLI policy, including coverage, is available on
the VA website.

The memorial of a veteran is of the utmost importance
to the family members. This VA-assisted program can

Memorial Benefits

ensure families that their loved ones are laid to rest
properly, with honor.

There are more than 134 national cemeteries main-

Survivors’ Pension and Additional Pension Allowance

tained by the VA for the burial of service members. Sur-

Pension may be a possibility for some survivors or
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caretakers of service members who were severely in-

and survivors of deceased or severely injured veterans

jured or who passed on while serving the country. The

have strict eligibility criteria. There are several require-

VA administers a Survivor’s Pension program for the

ments for each program that need to be met in order

spouses and the children of deceased veterans who

for a spouse, child or qualified relative to take advan-

were killed during an active war, if they meet the in-

tage of the benefits offered. For some programs, the

come and net worth requirements. A monthly pension

only requirement is proof of identity and evidence of a

may be available for collection by qualified families.

claimant’s relationship to the service member. However, some benefit programs offered by the VA require a

The Additional Pension Allowance program may also

claimant to meet an age requirement, present detailed

be available to those spouses or dependents who have

information or stay within a certain income bracket.

a lost a veteran in war, and are living with a disability.

It is important for any potential claimant of VA bene-

If this disability hinders them from working or has left

fits to know the eligibility requirements of a program

them housebound, an additional monthly pension may

before attempting to apply. For more information on

be paid through this VA program.

the qualifications for many VA spouse, dependent and
survivor benefit programs, please review the following

Eligibility Requirements for Veterans

sections:

Benefits for Spouses, Dependents
and Survivors

Eligibility for Dependency and Indemnity
Compensation program

Most of the benefit programs offered by the Depart-

Education and training eligibility requirements

ment of Veterans Affairs (VA) for spouses, dependents

Qualifications for employment services
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Eligibility requirements for health care

In order to receive DIC benefits, the claimant must be

Eligibility for home loans

legally married to the veteran. The potential claimant

Life insurance and Family Servicemembers’

may also be eligible for benefits if he or she had a child
with the veteran or cohabitated with the veteran until

Group Life Insurance eligibility requirements

the time of the veteran’s death. If separated from the
veteran, the claimant may remain eligible if he or she

Eligibility requirements for memorial benefits

was not at fault for separation and is not currently re-

Survivors Pension and Additional Pension

married.

Allowance Program qualifications

Education and Training Eligibility
Eligibility for Dependency and Indemnity

Requirements

Compensation Program
There are several educational programs available for
The Dependency and Indemnity Compensation (DIC) pro-

spouses and dependents of severely injured or de-

gram presents a tax-free monetary benefit to a qualified

ceased service members. Each program has its own

survivor of a veteran who was killed in active duty. If a vet-

eligibility requirements for claimants interested in uti-

eran passed on due to injury or disease that was related to

lizing this education and training assistance. For ex-

his or her service, a surviving spouse or eligible claimant

ample, the Marine Gunnery Sergeant John David Fry

may receive compensation. To be eligible for this compen-

Scholarship is available for children of deceased veter-

sation, the claimant of this program must prove his or rela-

ans who passed after September 10, 2001. These chil-

tionship to the deceased service member.

dren remain eligible until the day they turn 33 years old.
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If a potential claimant prefers to receive benefits from

and eligibility guidelines. These programs include:

the Survivors and Dependents Assistance Program, he
or she cannot be receiving benefits from another VA

The Civilian Health and Medical Program of the

educational program. Detailed eligibility requirements

Department of Veterans Affairs (CHAMPVA),

for children and spouses interested in claiming edu-

which provides health care to the immediate

cational benefits from the Survivors and Dependents

family of a disabled veteran.

Assistance Program are available on the VA website.

The Children of Women Vietnam Veterans
(CWVV) program, offering health care

Qualifications for Employment Services

to Vietnam Veterans who gave birth to children
with defects.

Employment services are reserved for family members

The Spina Bifida Healthcare Program, which

who are caring for disabled veterans. With proof of the

offers healthcare to Vietnam and Korea

relationship and evidence of daily care for the service

veterans who birthed babies suffering from

member, a claimant can have access to professional

Spina Bifida.

career counseling and training. Survivors of deceased

Caregiver Program, benefiting those caring

veterans can also be eligible for these benefits with

for disabled veterans with health care

proof of a relationship to the deceased veteran.

assistance.

Eligibility Requirements for Health Care

Information on the eligibility requirements and evi-

There are a few different health care programs admin-

dence needed for all health care benefit programs is

istered by the VA, and each are subject to availability

displayed on the VA website.
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Eligibility for Home Loans

of a service member on active duty or a member of
National Guard is eligible to be listed as a beneficiary

A VA home loan is only available to spouses of veter-

on the Family Servicemembers’ Group Life Insurance

ans killed in active duty or permanently disabled during

policy (FSGLI), only if this service member is currently

active duty, as long as he or she has not remarried.

covered full-time by a Servicemembers’ Group Life In-

A claimant must present a qualifying credit score,

surance policy (SGLI).

sustainable income and a completed and accepted
Certificate of Eligibility for loan approval. The home in

Eligibility Requirements for Memorial

question must also be used for personal occupancy

Benefits

only and not for investment purposes. This eligibility
criteria also applies to claimants interested in refinanc-

Many eligibility factors must be met for memorial ben-

ing their current home loan for a cash-out or improved

efits and burial in a national cemetery. The National

interest rate.

Cemetery Scheduling Office oversees determining this
eligibility and will ask for paperwork that documents

Life Insurance and Family Servicemembers’

service and familial relationships to the veteran. Gen-

Group Life Insurance Eligibility Requirements

erally, service members or National Guard members
who died on active duty, including their spouses and

If you are listed as a beneficiary under VA spousal life

children, are eligible for memorial benefits and burial

insurance, you are automatically eligible to receive

in a national cemetery.

help with will preparation and professional financial
planning assistance. The spouse or dependent child
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Survivors Pension and Additional Pension

How to Apply for Veterans Benefits for

Allowance Program Qualifications

Spouses, Dependents and Survivors

A claimant for the VA pension program must complete

The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) has specific

the proper forms that ask for specific household annu-

procedures and steps in place when potential claim-

al income figures and proof of net worth. The spouse

ants apply for benefit programs. Survivors, spouses

of a deceased wartime veteran who has not remarried

and dependents of severely injured or deceased ser-

is eligible to apply for a pension, which is calculated

vice members generally need to prove their identity

based on current income. Spouses of veterans who

and relationship to the veteran before benefits are of-

passed after being honorably discharged from ser-

fered for any program.

vice may also be eligible to apply for pension. Children
of deceased veterans must either be under 18 years

Many benefit programs also require income verifi-

of age, attending a VA-approved school and under

cation and government forms to be completed and

the age of 23 or have a proven disability that inhibits

turned into the department for approval. Spouses, chil-

self-support to be eligible for pension. The household

dren and dependents who are interested in applying

must be considered low-income with a low net-worth

for one of the benefit programs offered by the VA will

to qualify for pension benefits. The VA’s pension calcu-

need to be aware of the details in the application pro-

lations based on income and net worth is explained in

cess for approval of their claim. Review the following

detail on their website.

sections to learn more about applying to each of these
beneficial VA programs:
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Applying for Dependency and Indemnity

for Dependency and Indemnity Compensation (DIC),

Compensation

including identification and relationship proof. A claim-

Education and training application process

ant can also ask to work with a personal VA repre-

How to apply for employment services

sentative for help navigating through the application

Applying for health care

process after he or she has created an online account

Home loans application process

with the eBenefits website.

Application for life insurance and Family

Education and Training Application Process

Servicemembers’ Group Life Insurance
Memorial benefits application methods
How to apply for Survivors Pension and

Survivors, spouses and dependents interested in edu-

Additional Pension Allowance

cation and training through the VA can apply for specific programs in several ways. Proper identification,

Applying for Dependency and Indemnity

documentation and paperwork can be used to apply

Compensation

online through the eBenefits website, in person at a local VA office, at the potential school with the help of a

Survivors, spouses and dependents of service mem-

School Certifying Official or by mail after calling 888-

bers who were killed or severely injured during active

442-4551 to request an application by mail.

duty can apply for compensation online or by contact-

After the applicant fills out an application (VA Form 22-

ing a local accredited Veterans Service Organization.

90), the department will contact the potential claimant

Those who are eligible for this program will be asked

to review his or her eligibility for educational and train-

to provide supporting documentation when applying

ing programs.
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How to Apply for Employment Services

Applying for Health Care

There are many free online resources available from

There are numerous health care options offered for

the VA in partnership with the Department of Labor. To

survivors, spouses and dependents of severely injured

access these resources, a spouse, survivor or depen-

or deceased service members through the VA. To ap-

dent does not need to fill out an application or obtain

ply for the Civilian Health and Medical Program of the

approval. Free online employment services include

Department of Veterans Affairs (CHAMPVA), a potential

online courses about properly job interviewing, job

applicant must complete a VA Form 10-10d, and mail it

searching and finding jobs that match specific skill-

along with proof of any other health insurance to:

sets.
		VHA OFFICE OF COMMUNITY CARE
To enlist in a more intensive vocational rehabilitation

		

CHAMPVA Eligibility

program with the VA, an applicant will need to sign up

		

PO Box 469028

using the eBenefits website, or fill out a VA Form 28-

		

Denver, CO 80246-9028

8832 and mail it into his or her regional VA office, with
‘Attention: Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment’

These documents can also be faxed to 303-331-7809.

written on the front. If the applicant is found to be eli-

To apply for the Caregiver program, the caregiver of a

gible after the office reviews the application, the office

disabled veteran will need to fill out a VA Form 10-10CG

will get in contact to explain the employment benefits

online and submit it. Caregiver support and more infor-

offered and how to retrieve them.

mation on the health benefits provided can be found by
calling the Caregiver Support Line at 1-855-260-3274.
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Home Loans Application Process

Servicemembers’ Group Life Insurance

Applying for a VA home loan can be done either online,

The spouse of a service member who wishes to con-

through a professional lender who has access to the

vert the Family Servicemembers’ Group Life Insurance

WebLGY system or by mail. The first step is to obtain

policy (FSGLI) into an individual policy after his or

a Certificate of Eligibility, which can be done through

her passing will need to take action within 120 days.

the eBenefits website, after creating an account with

The spouse will first need to choose a private compa-

the site. To start the home loan application by mail, a

ny from the VA’s list of participating companies. The

potential applicant will need to complete a VA Form

spouse can then visit a local sales office of the chosen

26-1880 and mail it to:

life insurance company for professional help with con-

		VA ATLANTA REGIONAL LOAN CENTER

		

Attn: COE (262)

		

P.O. Box 100034

		

Decatur, GA 30031

verting the policy. The life insurance agent will ask for
a Leave and Earnings Statement and proof of the dissolution of marriage, veteran’s separation documents
or spousal declination form (SGLV Form 8286A) before proceeding to convert the policy.

Most local lenders have access to the VA loan system,
and can walk potential applicants through the application process and the loans or refinancing options
available to them.

Application for Life Insurance and Family

Memorial Benefits Application Methods

Upon the passing of a service member, the family
member interested in memorial benefits through the
VA will first need to gather the required paperwork. A
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military discharge document (VA Form 22014) should

Pension Allowance benefits, he or she should include

be faxed to the National Cemetery Scheduling Office

the VA Form 21-2680 and mail both or bring them into

at 1-866-900-6417 or scanned and emailed to NCA.

a local VA office for approval. Medical records and

Scheduling@va.gov. Once this document is submitted,

further documentation may also be required for appli-

the applicant can then call the office at 1-800-535-1117

cants of Additional Pension Allowance.

to give details of burial wishes and specifications. The
Scheduling Office can be reached seven days a week

Appealing Denied Benefits for

from 7 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Central Time, excluding na-

Spouses, Dependents and Survivors

tional holidays.
A survivor, spouse or dependents of a service member

How to Apply for Survivors Pension

who was disabled or killed during active duty may ap-

and Additional Pension Allowance

ply to one of the many benefit programs offered by the
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA). If for any reason

There is no online option for those survivors wishing

the applicant is denied these benefits, there is an ap-

to apply for Survivors Pension or Additional Pension

peal process available for denials. Potential applicants

Allowance through the VA. To complete the applica-

who feel they have been wrongly denied benefits from

tion process, a Fully Developed Claim (FDC) must be

the VA should understand how an appeal works before

started with the Department of Veterans Affairs. Survi-

embarking on this process. To learn more about the

vors Pension benefit applicants will need to fill out a VA

appeal process, please review the following topics:

Form 21-534EZ and mail it or bring it into a regional VA
office. If an applicant also plans to apply for Additional

•

Starting an appeal
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Steps in the appeal process

plains the reason for denial after full review of the NOD.

Beyond the appeal process

If the claimant disagrees with the reasons for denial
listed in the SOC, he or she can then:

Starting an Appeal
File a Substantive Appeal with the Board
A Notice of Disagreement (NOD) should be filed if an

of Veterans’ Appeals. This can be done through

applicant believes he or she was wrongly denied bene-

completing a VA Form 9 and needs to be filed

fits with the VA. This NOD can be filed using the VA

within 60 days of receiving the SOC. The

Form 21-0958. This form needs to be turned in within

documents included with the SOC will inform

one year of receiving the denial of the benefit claim.

the appeals claimant about where to file this

The denial letter will offer local VA office details, and

Substantive Appeal, which is usually with

the NOD form should be sent in to this local office or

a regional VA office.

delivered in person. This starts the appeals process for
the denied applicant, and the VA office should send a

A hearing may be scheduled for the claimant

letter shortly after the NOD has been reviewed.

if he or she requests to provide more evidence
for the case by a teleconference or in-person.

Steps in the Appeal Process

This hearing is usually performed at a local VA
office with a Veterans Law Judge.

Once the NOD has been submitted, the appealing
claimant will receive a Statement of the Case (SOC)

The appeal is transferred to the Board

in the mail from the local VA office. This document ex-

of Veterans’ Appeals and a final decision
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is made. This decision is mailed to the appeals

reconsideration of the appeal. This can be

applicant in writing.

done if the claimant feels the Board made an
error in judgment or if there is additional

Beyond the Appeal Process

evidence to submit for review.

A Veterans Law Judge can choose to grant, remand or

Contact the United States Court of Appeals for

deny an appeal for VA benefits from a survivor, spouse

Veterans Claims and file a Notice of Appeal.

or dependent of a deceased veteran. If the appeal is
granted, the benefits are awarded to the claimant. A

For a Notice of Appeal, the denied claimant must send

remand usually occurs when there is not enough ev-

in a written Notice of Appeal to:

idence for the Board of Veterans’ Appeals to make a
decision about the appeal. The issues that were not

		CLERK OF THE COURT

agreed upon will be sent back for further questioning

		

UNITED STATES COURT

and documentation to be requested from the claimant.

		

OF APPEALS FOR VETERANS CLAIMS

If the Board of Veterans’ Appeals denies a claimant’s

		

625 Indiana Avenue NW, Suite 900

appeal, he or she has a few options for further action.

		

Washington, DC 20004-2950

A claimant with a denied appeal can:
This must be completed within 120 days of receiving
File a new claim with the Board, going through

the denial of appeal. The decision made by the court

the same appeals process.

after a Notice of Appeal has been filed is the final deci-

File a motion with the Board, asking for

sion and no more appeals can be made.
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